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Abstract
The purpose of this project was to develop a curriculum document which infuses
environmental education into present grades 1 - 5 teaching themes at Little Chute
Elementary School in Little Chute, Wisconsin.
The intended outcome of this effort was to create a meaningful document for the
teachers. A document which would first and foremost be used by the teachers. A
document which would mesh present whole language teaching themes with expected
Environmental Education (EE) goals.
To accomplish this goal, the thematic curriculum was examined, the EE goats
identified, and the two fused together in a semantic map for the teacher's working
curriculum document. Another "administrative" document was created so an overall
scope of the 1 - 5 infusion process is documented and available.
Support was provided to teachers, for two years, through a full-time Science and
EE Resource person on staff at the elementary school. This support person was able to
coordinate all efforts of the Science and EE curriculum development.
An evaluation was given to the staff after an in service meeting in May of 1996 .
It was found that the new document will be helpful and give meaning-to expected EE
goals and improve the delivery of EE to the students.
The process of infusion will allow the EE material to be covered but not taught
as another subject area. A resource person will continue to support the program
through the 1996-1997 school year. Knowledge of this support has reduced staff
anxiety.
Overall, the program's acceptance was positive.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Importance of the Study

The Little Chute School District (LCSD) is making major revisions of the district
curriculum. At present, the LCSD has a goal to improve the K - 5 interdisciplinary
curriculum through theme adjustments and content accountability. The Mid-continent
Regional Educational Laboratories (McREL) model (1994), which standardizes national
reforms, Heidi Hayes-Jacobs (1990), which promotes interdisciplinary curriculum and
the Dimensions of Learning model (1992), which compliments Hayes-Jacobs, are the
drivers behind the curriculum change.
The LCSD has shown great support to the science and environmental
education programs. The district has supported EE through a full-time science and EE
coordinator at the elementary level for two years. The district also has set up a course,
beginning 1996-1997, for all sixth (6) grade students. These students will take a nine
(9) week EE course as part of their graduation requirements.
The goal of this research is to infuse the present grades 1 - 5 themes with
Environmental Education within any content area.
This research will improve EE delivery at the elementary level in accordance
with state and national reforms, enrich student involvement through integration of EE
curriculum, and provide elementary teachers with a tool to better deliver EE concepts.
The goal of environmental education is to help students become aware,
knowledgeable, skilled, dedicated citizens who are committed to work, individually and
collectively, to defend, improve, and sustain the quality of the environment on behalf of
present and future generations of all living things. 11 (DPI, 1994)
·
11

This quote directly correlates with goals of the LCSD (Appendix A). It can be
inferred that the mission statement of LCSD and the above DPI quote both are looking
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to create human beings that are productive and active citizens in our communities.
Also, to develop citizens that will bring change and betterment upon this world.
Teachers in the LCSD have not had support to teach EE while they have had
support and in service training in curriculum development. However, as Lane (1992)
notes, teachers lack background in EE, and believe that EE is not related to the
curriculum they are teaching. This document will provide the link teachers in Little
Chute are missing. The teachers in the LCSD are life long learners. The teachers will
be given the EE support and guidance to move forward. Through in service and
facilitation the infusion process will begin and be supported. This research will collect
information from resources then arrange that information into a program around which
students and staff will grow.

The Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this research is to develop and implement an infused EE
program into the existing 1 - 5 interdisciplinary curriculum of Little Chute Elementary
School.

The Hypothesis
An infused environmental education (EE) program can be developed and
implemented in the Little Chute 1 - 5 interdisciplinary curriculum.
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The Limitations
* The program will only be used by grades 1 - 5 teachers in the Little Chute

School District.

* The ability to make common time to meet and plan with
teaching teams.

* The limited time devoted to teach a specific theme so some

content concepts may be cut short by teacher choice.

* The program will be infused into present LCSD themes. Any

modification in theme will result in changes of the EE
document.

The Subproblems
1. The First Subproblem. The first subproblem is to pull together a committee
of grade level representatives and specialists.

2. The Second Subproblem. The second subproblem is to define the EE
standards for the grade 1 - 5 curriculum as articulated through DPI.

3. The Third Subproblem. The third subproblem is to identify current teaching
themes where EE can be infused.

4. The Fourth Subproblem. The fourth subproblem is to develop an infused
and interdisciplinary program guide of resources and activities to meet the standards.
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5. The Fifth Subproblem. The fifth subproblem is to in service the 1 - 5
teaching teams at Little Chute Elementary School.

6. The Sixth Subproblem. The sixth subproblem is to report results of the pre
and post - survey to the staff of Little Chute Elementary School to the District
Administration.

The Definitions of Terms
Benchmark

What students should understand and be able to do at

developmentally appropriate levels.
Content Standard An articulation of what students should

understand and be able to do within a specific content area.
Environmental Education (EE)

An area of study which focuses on the

relationship between the environment and humans.
This relates to the five points addressed in the

Environmental Subgoals

Wisconsin DPI Curriculum Planning Guide. AWARENESS, KNOWLEDGE,
ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS, CITIZEN ACTION SKILLS, CITIZEN ACTION
EXPERIENCE.
Infusion / integration The approach by which something is fit into existing

areas.
Interdisciplinary

A curriculum approach that applies methods and language

from more than one discipline to a central theme, issue, problem, topic, or experience.

Learner Outcome

An articulation of what students should understand and

be able to do across most or all content areas.
Obiective What students should understand at the end of a given lesson.
Thematic / Whole Language Teaching

The approach used when a topic is

used as the total driver during a given time line of a program. There is not a separate
discipline for each period, hour etc.
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The Assumption
The First Assumption. The first assumption is the project will follow the time

line as planned.

The Second Assumption. The second assumption is a committee of unit or

grade specific representatives will assist in pulling together information for infusion.

The Third Assumption.

The third assumption is that all the required

standards of EE can be infused into the present interdisciplinary curriculum at the 1 - 5
grade level.

The Fourth Assumption.

The fourth assumption is that this document will

help the teachers be more effective teachers of EE.

The Fifth Assumption.

The fifth assumption is that the teachers want a

resource and activity guide.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
Background Related to Little Chute Area School District

The Little Chute Area School District is composed of 3 buildings. An elementary
(Early Childhood - 5) consisting of approximately 600 students. The middle school (6 8) housing about 250 students. Finally, the high school (9 - 12) composed of 480
students. Each building has one principal except for an additional 1/2 time Vice
Principal at the elementary. The middle school has 21 teachers on staff while the High
school has 34 and the Elementary has 46. These numbers reflect teaching staff only.
The Elementary building may have over 70 teaching and support people in the building
at one time.
Our Administration or 'A-Team', as they call themselves, consists of the building
level principals, the EEN Department Head, Athletic Director and the District
Superintendent.
Each member of the 'A-Team' carries specific responsibilities other than
principal etc. Such as, the Elementary principal is also the K-12 curriculum coordinator
and staff development facilitator.
The district philosophy allows people to use their talents and bring Little Chute
into the 21st century. It is a "We are all in this together" feeling.
Working at the Elementary building and working closely with Ms. Susan deBie
(Principal, Curriculum Coordinator, and Staff Development facilitator) has proven
helpful. She seeks people to support the district and to complete tasks that she is not
able to accomplish. Having worked with Ms. deBie has allowed me to gain insight into
the curriculum process and staff development.

Structural Organization of Little Chute's Curriculum

The organization of the curriculum has been a slow and steady process.
Looking back 1O years the LCSD was a text driven district. Ms. deBie became our
Reading Specialist and had the vision to take Whole Language and Thematic planning
into Kindergarten. She then became Principal and Curriculum Coordinator spending
time with the research of Heidi Hayes-Jacobs in 1993. See Appendix B for further
information.
Many of the staff members decided to give integration and thematic lesson
planning a try the following years. Between 1993 and 1996 the Curriculum coordinator
decided to focus the efforts of the staff on Dimensions of Learning, Thematic Units, and
Hayes-Jacobs methods of lesson development.
Beginning in 1995, the LCSD also used the McREL research to set standards for
content accountability. The Science commitee was the first content area to reevaluate
their curriculum. Information regarding McRel and an example of the Science and
Geography standards for K-5 can be found in Appenndix C.
Many staff members district wide decided to give all of this a try. The results,
people empowered others and the programs spoke for themselves. At the elementary
level we have had success! The K-5 curriculum is unique in design and outcome.
We have effective supervisors and administration, they are willing to change for
the improvement of students and staff of Little Chute. The administration and staff are
ripe for change.

District Curriculum Philosophy and Commitment to Change
" Supervisors and administrators who effect change commit to not only providing
a nurturing environment for change but also provide the personnel, resources, and
support for change." (Vogt, 1991 ) To enable schools to move toward integrated or
infused programs, Vogt ( 1991) also states, "effective supervisors and administrators
should be first and foremost open to a new philosophy and approach to literacy
instruction, such as whole language and literature bases reading." Making curriculumrelated decisions is always difficult. "Curriculum today is more frequen~ly defined as
the real curriculum -- that which is actually taught and learned in the classroom, inside
or outside. The focus of LCSD curriculum development is not totally on what we expect
the teacher to cover, but more focused on what we expect the student to uncover." (Ms.
S. deBie, 1996)
Teachers and administrators can not be asked to develop and infuse a topic
without adequate time and training, "Without guidelines for teachers and curriculum
goals, a school's ability to accomplish anything is limited." (Samuel, 1993) "The
objective of this (LCSD) plan is to develop common language and shared
expectations about the curriculum development process across the district. The plan
will give teachers and administration Staff development days to work as. teams in the
process.
"The rationale needs to be understood by the administrative team and teachers
at each site and supported by the school board. A Curriculum development needs to be
viewed as continuous and ongoing process if we are to adequately prepare our
students to meet the demands of the 21st century. Administrators, staff, and board
need to work together to develop a plan to accomplish this mission." (Ms. S. deBie)
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Ms. deBie developed a plan that we have followed (Appendix D). This EE
research fit into the time line nicely, 1995-1996-Revision of Discipline-Based Curricula.
The confusion may be in the process of development. Planning and
coordination between all members becomes crazy unless one person is able to focus
the task. The LCSD has supported a full-time science and EE resource position for the
past 2 years. This position has created a facilitator to coordinate the confusion during
change.

The Infusion and Integration Confusion

Just as we try to infuse and integrate tasks into our day, we often become
confused without direction and knowledge of where we are going or what we will be
doing.
Goodman (1992) states, "I believe (and still do) that we could not have a
successful reading curricula without knowledge of what reading is." Compare this to
what we are asked to do with environmental education. We don't teach teachers about
EE but expect the teacher can meet the required standards.
We want environmental education to be a life skill. We want teachers to teach
the information, to infuse the information, to develop active citizens, yet to most EE is
lost in an expectation. We expect teachers to be aware of all sides and issues. This is
chaos!
We must then teach about the environment in a less fragmented manner.
Facilitate so students and staff can feel at ease learning.

EE does not need to be

fragmented. We were asked in 1989 to add EE to a program and we are still looking
for ways to do this in our schools. Infusion pulls together the fragments.
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"Infusion involves incorporating environmental concerns into existing curricula
and content. For the educator, the challenge is how to permeate learning experiences
with environmental education" (Heimlich, 1992 Smith, 1987). "To avoid the potpourri
problem, teachers should be active curriculum designers and determine the nature and
degree of integration and the scope and sequence of study. The teacher's decisions
will most directly affect students in the day-to-day running of the classroom. The
teacher should be empowered to work as a designer." (Jacobs, 1989). Again, Little
Chute has given this concept a try by having a full-time Science and Environmental
Education Coordinator on staff at the elementary level. While integration is taking place
the teachers can infuse EE with the help of a full-time staff member. Jacobs ( 1989)
also states, " Interdisciplinary curriculum experiences provide an opportunity for a more
relevant, less fragmented, and stimulating experience for students." Environmental
education can be infused into an integrated interdisciplinary approach.
A co-worker once stated, staff development days, common planning time, and
the Science & EE Coordinator make the integration of EE possible at the elementary
level in Little Chute. Someone is responsible for the whole puzzle. Someone is able to
coordinate the parts and support the teacher during development and delivery. There is
just not enough time to do it alone. Another co-worker said, we have worked so hard
on our thematic units and a whole language concept, it is nice to know we can include
EE into what we are teaching, it won't be on top.

Thematic and Whole Language Teaching

"Definitions of whole language vary and are often times elusive." (Baumann,
1992) Buamann summarizes his research into what I've found to be rather concise.
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"Whole Language learning builds around whole learners learning whole language in
whole situations." (Baumann, 1993) "Environmental education is a process of moving
individuals toward stewardship and ultimately a union view of the relationship of people
with nature." (Heimlich, 1992)
Learning it as a lifelong skill. Living what we learn. Making connections,
developing a relationship, this is also the philosophy of Thematic or Whole language
teaching. "Whole Language learning makes learning real. It is the never ending
journey." (Hudson, 1993) "Holistic instruction shows continuous respect for language,
for learners, and for teachers.
Learning begins with everyday, useful, relevant, functional language, and moves
through a full range of written language including literature in all its variety." (Goodman,
1986). Environmental education, what better place to work together. A place to begin at
Kindergarten with relevant everyday issues and moving the full range to 5th grade
independence and the beginning of citizen actions. Infusion of EE is a non-threatening
way to invite others into empowerment and change. A teaching colleague said, "When
a student begins here (Little Chute) in Kindergarten and goes through 5th grade
without a doubt he/she will have a good understanding and appreciation of the
environment or he/she has been absent a lot."

An Overview of Environmental Education

In every corner of the world people are destroying natural areas at a rapid rate.
We are not only destroying our natural areas but, our cities and ourselves. It's also
becoming impossible to escape the consequences of several environmental dilemmas.
"Environmental education is a process aimed at improving the quality of life by
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empowering people with the tools they need to solve and prevent environmental
problems. Environmental education can help people gain knowledge, skills, motivation,
values, and commitment they'll need to manage the earth's resources sustainable and
to take responsibility for maintaining environmental quality," (Braus, Wood, 1993)
"Little Chute is in the process of empowering teachers with the tools they need
to solve their curriculum problems." (deBie, 1995).
The Tbilisi Declaration is the framework for our current guidelines of
Environmental Education. The Tbilisi Conference (1977) clearly endorses the
objectives of Environmental Education. The conference set its recommended criteria to
help develop environmental education for all levels.
For this curriculum document, it was decided that we would use the D.P.I. guide
as a base for our development. This was in keeping with the development behind the
guide and the philosophy of our curriculum development. "Why reinvent the wheel?
Why not use a document that someone else has created from research and make it
work for us."( deBie, 1995). The LCSD is committed to the future of students and the
education about the environment just as the Tbilisi Conference was committed to the
environment and the education of people.

CHAPTER3
Methodology of the Research
This project will be a continual process of revision and renewal. Curriculum is
not a complete it and leave it document, curriculum is constant development and
change, especially in Little Chute.
A pre- and post- assessment was used to establish attitudes and knowledge of
the staff members regarding EE. "The implementation of a sound environmental
education program requires that teachers understand the philosophical and
pedagogical nature of environmental education in order to relate it to their subject
areas." (Samuel, 1993)
By using curriculum themes that teachers have developed, ownership has been
established. The infusion becomes easy and natural. "If curriculum is defined as that
which is taught and learned in the classroom, then there are broad implications for the
process of developing a quality curriculum within the context of the LCSD" (deBie,
1996). Ms. deBie also states, "At the Elementary level in Little Chute, c!assroom
instruction is provided as part of an integrated unit whenever possible. The major core
areas are of reading, language arts, social studies, and science are almost entirely
integrated. Music, art, and physical education instruction follow regular themes of the
class when possible. Health, technology, guidance and environmental education,
among others, are infused into the interdisciplinary curriculum as appropriate. Through
the guidance of a Science and EE coordinator the infusion of science and EE has gone
much more smoothly."
The stimulus of this reform is the L.C.S.D.'s development of lifelong learner
standards which were developed as part of the mission statement three years ago.
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"The process used to develop the interdisciplinary curriculum reflects a major departure
from past practices. "(Ms. deBie)
The science curriculum was the first group to review their curriculum and depart
from the past practices. The infusion of EE networked well at this time.
National content standards were used to benchmark our work K-12. The
science committee began by using the McREL handbook. The committee quickly
adpoted the science standards from McRel (Appendix C). It was assumed the other
content areas would continue with these standards in the future.
When the EE curriculum was being infused, the McRel standards and the DPI
guide served as benchmarks and common language for the document.
Following the completion of the paper document an in service was held to
ensure staff understood how to use the guide in their teaching.
This project will continue through the 1996-1997 school year, making revisions
and working through a full year implementation process.

Specific Treatment for Each Subproblem and Time line
1. The First Subproblem. The committee will be formed during September
1994. The committee will consist of one 1 - 5 grade level representative and at least
two specialists ( music, art, physical education, guidance, health, IMC, and
technologies).

2. The Second Subproblem. Beginning in September 1994 the EE standards

will be defined for the 1 - 5 curriculum as articulated through DPI.

3. The Third Subproblem. Simultaneously with the second subproblem, the
identification themes where EE can be infused will be identified.

4. The Fourth Subproblem. During the 1994-1995 and 1995-1996 school year
the committee will develop an infused and interdisciplinary program guide to meet the
standards.

5. The Fifth Subproblem. The coordinator of the EE committee will in service
the 1 - 5 teaching teams at Little Chute Elementary School.

6. The Sixth Subproblem. The coordinator of the EE curriculum will pre and
post-survey the staff between 1995 and 1996 and report the results to the staff and
administration in late May of 1996.
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CHAPTER4
RESULTS OF THE PROJECT

Specific Results For Each Subproblem and Time line

1. The First Subproblem. A committee was not formed as planned. I was not
able to pull together a committee. Every time a meeting was set a few showed and we
never made progress. I became frustrated and looked for another way to involve the
staff but not as the committee I had planned.
I became a committee of one (1) to begin the process. I sent out a survey to
each teaching team. The specialists were not included in this survey. 20 teachers, 4
teachers on each grade level team were asked to complete the survey. I wanted to get
an overall picture of what EE was being covered by each grade level (Appendix E).
Following the collection and review of the survey, I began meeting with the
teaching teams on an individual basis. Results of the survey can be found in
Appendix E.

2. The Second Subproblem. Beginning in September 1994, I created a two

column document that meshed the principles and subprincipals from the DPI guide
with the new content language we adopted through McREL in 1995. An example of the
first page can be found in appendix F. This document was completed in May 1995. An
example of the 1995 McREL science content standards for Standard 8,4,5 and 11 and
geography content standard 8 can be found in Appendix C. These are the standards
that were chosen to mesh with DPI Principles and Subprinciples in the first column.
The DPI principles and subprincipals as printed in the DPI guide can be found in
appendix G.

3. The Third Subproblem. Following the completion of the two column
document in 1995, I began to develop the third column to identify the infused themes at
each level. By April of 1996 this document was complete. The document is a curriculum
of 10 pages. (Appendix H)
At this time I also needed to revise the second column because McREL
published an updated version, the new publication of McREL was even more concise.
The wording of the standards did not match the previous McREL text. An example of
the revised version of McREL for Science Standard 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, and Geography
Standard 8 (levels I and II) can be found in the appendix (Appendix I). These are the
standards that are on page 1 of the 3 column document.
Column 1 of this three (3) column document again contains the principles and
subprincipals from the DPI. This first column has certain words or phrases underlined.
These are the key terms or concepts associated with the district content standards in
the second column and terms or concepts that will be infused at the primary level in the
third column.
The second column meshes the new McREL content standards with the DPI
language. The second column takes the DPI language and makes it •~ommon" to other
Little Chute curriculum documents because they are or will be also using the McREL
standards in their curriculum revisions. These two columns in turn relat~ to the third
column that shows the themes identified with EE infusion at the primary level.
The third column is coded with letters, words, and numbers. The first letter is a
label of Awareness, Knowledge, Ethics, Citizen Skills, and/or Citizen Action. The
next number identifies the grade level. Finally, the last word(s) identify the theme where
EE has been infused. Refer to Appendix H for an example of the coding.
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4. The Fourth Subproblem. Once the three column document was created I felt I had
created a document that would not be helpful to the classroom teacher. My
goal was to create something for the teacher to ease his/her delivery of EE at the
primary level in Little Chute. I met with and surveyed the staff to coordinate my vision
of the guide and their vision (Appendix J).
Following the multiple meetings and surveys, I recognized the need for a
document that would be user friendly. The teachers suggested the use of their
semantic maps which begin most thematic units. If a thematic unit did not have a web, a
cover sheet could easily be made to add to the team's curriculum.
Each teaching team has developed (between 1993 and 1996) thematic units
which are the bases of their curriculum (Appendix K). The First Grade has 9 themes
which are science and literature based. The Second Grade has 9 themes also. Their
themes are science, social studies or literature driven. The Third Grade has 4 themes
which alternate science and social studies focus. The Fourth Grade has 5 themes and
the Fifth Grade has 9 themes which are all social studies driven.
Once these themes were identified and I collected all of the semantic maps or
theme plans from the teaching teams, I began to key the information from the three
column document onto the maps or create a cover sheet for their theme (Appendix L).
Not all the themes are represented in this research because some of the teaching
teams are in the process of editing their present themes.
The Science and EE curriculums are the only two identified with content
standard keying on the webs. The code for the EE content is read page number first.
Next, is found a dot or period. Following the dot or period a is a letter and then
number( s) to identify the principle and the sub principle or content standard associated
with the information above the code.
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Above the code, a group of terms or concepts can be found which will guide the
teacher when they are planning. The teachers will be responsible for covering these
concepts during that particular theme. Each theme will follow this format and examples
can be found in appendix L.

5. The Fifth Subproblem. After the document was completed in late April of
1996, a teacher inservice was held to assure the teachers that the document would be
ready for fall. The brief inservice was held in mid-May at a staff meeting.
A pre-inservice questionnaire was given to the grades 1-5 regular education
teaching staff (Appendix M). As the staff filled out the questionnaire, I displayed the
meeting agenda (Appendix N). When everyone completed the questionnaire we began
the in service.
We reviewed the old EE curriculum and identified that not many people on staff
used it at all. We then addressed the alignment of my goal and the staff input process.
I then showed examples of the new document to the staff. Most of the staff had already
been aware of the document because anyone on a grade 1-5 teaching team helped in
the development of the curriculum. It was the specialists and Kindergarten that found
this information new. Following this presentation a question and answer time was held.
As a wrap up a post-inservice assessment was given (Appendix 0).

6. The Sixth Subproblem. The pre and post in ervice information was shared
with the District Curriculum coordinator in late May of 1996. The Superintendent and
Elementary Principal were in attendance at the in service. The final document will be
shared during the fall of 1996 with the entire administration.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based upon research of whole language, environmental education, infusion,
integration etc. I feel that Little Chute is a unique district. Without the vision and the
faculty of Little Chute a project like this could not have happened as rapidly as it did.
Having district and administration support is so vital. Curriculum development, like
environmental education, is not a quick task and it is a job that never ends.
I fully believe in Environmental Education and the power of thematic instruction,
infusion, Heidi Hayes-Jacobs planning models, whole language, and the Dimensions of
Learning techniques. I also believe in the idea of timing and support.
The LCSD is at a time when staff is willing to change and I believe that has
made my job much easier. I did not find opposition at my level. I found willingness and
the desire to improve a program. I also had the most important support, the
administration.

1. The First Subproblem. Since the committee was not formed as I had planned

and I became the committee of one (1 ), I concluded the reason I was not able to get a
committee together was because we are a district were so many committees are
constantly being developed and not many staff members wanted to get involved in
another committee. Especially a committee where most teachers feel they have limited
knowledge. It was up to me to take the meeting to the teachers.
I would recommend that anyone in the Little Chute District who modifies this plan
or continues the project grades 6-12 continue to meet individually with teaching teams
or departments. The elementary staff seemed to accept this method. This individual
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approach allowed me to set up times that would be more acceptable for the teams and
they were more willing to give me their time and input.
I would recommend that anyone trying to form a committee in another district
take time and become aware of the staff and district dynamics. Try a large committee
or small team meetings, whatever you think will work. If it does not work, try another
approach as soon as possible. Keep the project moving forward. It is important to
remember dynamics is at some point out of the facilitators hands.

If I had not changed

my approach, I would not have completed this document.

2. The Second Subproblem. Following the completion of the two (2) column
document, I felt that something was missing. I began to examine what was missing. I
concluded that the document needed to be more useful to the teachers.

I had

developed 1O pages of administrative blurr. This part of the project did not progress
any further until the following year.
Anyone that continues this project in Little Chute can skip this step and move
directly into the continuation of the three (3) column project and the semantic map
page.
Anyone that tries to accomplish something like this in another district may
choose to go through this time of mental manipulation. The process was very helpful for
me but I then realized I was the only one being helped. Through this prdcess I was able
to get a sound handle on the DPI principles and sub principles. I also was able to
become very aware of the McREL standards which will help in future curriculum
development.
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3. The Third Subproblem. The conclusions for this subproblem are similar to
the second subproblem. Keep working on the process and keep asking for staff input.
The teachers will be the ones to make it work. The curriculum developer will not make it
work. Make sure the document will work of the teachers. Make the teacher an active
participant and they will make it work in the classroom.
The conclusion of this subproblem was a document that will be great for the
administration. A document that shows when and where EE is infused at this point in
the grades 1 - 5 curriculum themes. I would recommend that this document be kept but
develop something for the teachers to use.

4. The Fourth Subproblem. The results of the prior subproblem caused me to
rethink my focus. I concluded that I needed to go back to the teachers and seek their
input and support (Appendix J).
After I met with the units and put all the information on the semantic maps or
theme cover sheets I felt this newer form would be used by the teachers.
The teaching teams are responsible for activities or lessons that match the
concept. The teaching staff told me that they did not want a binder of activities.
(Appendix J) They were aware of sources and knew that the Science and EE support
person would be able to give the support or direction they may need. The teachers
were also aware of the check-out resource shelf in the IMC and Science Lab at the
Elementary.
I conclude that this will work at the elementary level in Little Chute. If the
document is extended into the middle and upper grades, it is my recommendation that
the same format is used.
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I recommend that another district again use whatever the staff will support and
use. Do not wait until the end of the development to gain staff input or comments. The
staff knows what they will use. Take the insight they give and mold the curriculum
around their ideas.

5. The Fifth Subproblem. It is concluded that the LCSD elementary staff is
very excited and ready to use the new document. They had worthwhile questions and
nothing but constructive comments after the in service. (Appendix P)
It is my recommendation that anyone in LCSD that continues this project
interview the staff members that use the EE curriculum document and the science and
EE resource person.
I recommend anyone trying this in another district look clearly at how the staff
responds to the in service meeting and the new document.

6. The Sixth Subproblem. A conclusion has yet to be formed because I have
not presented this to the School Board. I assume, due to prior experiences, the board
will approve of the program and fully support the changes and revisions. I conclude that
the administration which has not looked at the new document is still somewhat aware of
what was happening because of prior meetings with them. They too will support the
document and offer suggestions during the 1996-1997 school year.
I recommend that anyone trying this in the LCSD be clear and open with the
administration and the school board during the process. It is easier to make suggested
changes during the development rather than after.
I also recommend the above to anyone trying this in another district. I feel that it
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is necessary for the administration and school board to be aware of the changes and
innovations in their district.
In conclusion, I feel that this will be a successful document. I believe the
elementary students and staff of Little Chute will be closer to the District Mission
Statement and goals of the D.P.I. due to the advancement of environmental education
through this infused EE curriculum. This guide will hopefully help in the development
of a group of young citizens that will be learners, communicators, problem solvers,
critical thinkers, quality producers, societal contributors, global participants and
responsible for wellness of self and others.
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Little Chute School District
Mission, Goals, and
Learner Outcomes
Appendix A

- '2.8-

SECTION 1

Mission/Goals/Philosophy

QUA MISSION STATEMENT
The Little Chute Area School District focuses its strengths and resources on developing
the individual talents and skills of the students within a context of cooperation. The
instructional methods used within our schools prepare students to live in a rapidly
changing world - characterized by interdependence, pluralism, and conflict. Education in
the classroom Is facilitated by experience-based, contextual teaching strategies and
learning situations. Students are assessed in a relevant manner on skills offered and
demonstrated. Years of joining together with classmates, community members of all ages
and educational professionals to achieve this mission give students the cooperative and
individual skills to have a high quality life as an adult. The~· are prepared to become
responsible, productive members of a global community, ultimately responsible for
their own destiny and for building a better world for ail.
The Little Chute School District believes that in order to lead productive, fulfilling lives
in a complex, changing society our graduates shall demonstrate the knowledge, skills and
attitudes to be:

I

I

I

~

SELF-DIRECTED LEARNERS who set priorities and achievable goals, create options for
themselves, monitor and evaluate their progress, assume personal responsibilities and
use core values to create positive visions for their future.
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATORS who ara able to decipher and assess information and who
effectively express ideas.
PROBLEM SOLVERS AND CRITICAL THINKERS who identify, access, integrate and use
available resources and information to reason, make decisions and solve problems in a
variety of contexts.
QUALITY PRODUCERS who utilize advance technologies to create practical, intellectual
and physical products which reflect originality and high standards.
COOPERATIVE, SOCIETAL CONTRIBUTORS who share their time, energies and talents to
improve the quality of life and who are able to appropriately gather information to vote
responsibly In the democratic process.
GLOBAL, CULTURAL PARTICIPANTS who are aware of local, national and international
issues and cultures, who can interact in a responsible and respectful manner and who
understand how these interactions impact others.
ARTISTIC APPRECIATORS who perceive the world's creative values as intrinsic and who
understand that the application of design principles enhances their lives.
RESPONSIBLE FOR PERSONAL WELLNESS, who are capable of taking action to achieve
physical, mental, and social well being.
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Heidi Hayes-Jacobs
Appendix B

Heidi Hayes-Jacobs
Hayes-Jacobs recalls a 2nd grader as saying that math is something done in the
morning. (p.1)
Heidi Hayes-Jacobs believes in the growing need for interdisciplinary
curriculum. Due to the growth of knowledge at exponential proportions it is easier for
the curriculum planner and the learner to handle interdisciplinary practices than the
traditional 50 minute fragmented classes. Curriculum becomes relevant because
learning is viewed as real life. A reason for learning is established because of the
connections to the week or days activities.
Hayes-Jacobs has written and edited several book. She delivers many seminars
regarding this subject. See the Related Literature section for the complete reference for
one of the books used in Little Chute.

McRel

Appendix C

-01.-

McRel is a compilation of content standards developed by various national
organizations. For example, the science standards are chosen and developed from
Project 2061, California Science Framework, NAEP Project, NAEP 1990 Science
Objectives, National Science Education Standards, and NSTA Content Core.
This research, under the direction of Robert Marazano (1994, 1995), has taken
national standards in not only science but all content areas and chosen the top
benchmarks for education.
Little Chute believes this research has saved committee time and it appears to
be a positive and concise document from which to work.
Following is an example of the first draft of science and geography standards for K -5*.
These standards mesh with the first page of the EE document.
*Level I

K-2

*Level II

3-5
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1

l

l

!

SCIENCE

I3D (2E,14)

•

Understands that scientists in their area of expertise can bring information, insights and
analytical skills, but outside their areas can be just as biased as other people and should
enjoy no special credibility
BD (2E,15)

•

Understands that the traditions of accurate record keeping, openness, replication and peer
review keep the majority of scientists within the bounds of ethical behavior; violations of
this behavior are eventually exposed and strongly condemned
(2E,42;CE,79;NI,62;TE,83)

Understands essential ideas about the composition and structure of the universe and
the motions of the objects in it

4.

Levell
BD (2E,43;CI,84)

•

Knows that the stars are innumerable, unevenly dispersed and of unequal brightness
BD (2E,43;CE,79;NI,62)

•

Recognizes that while the sun can be seen only in daytime, the moon is out sometimes at
night and sometimes during the day

•

Recognizes that the sun, moon and stars appear to move across the sky every day (or
night)

•

Knows that the face of the moon changes in a regular way, returning to the same shape
after about a month

BD (2E,43;CE,79;Dl,22. l .1,22. l .2)

BD (2E,43,47;CE,79-80)

Level II
BD (2E,44;CI,84;NE,62;DI,22.3.3)

•

Understands that while telescopes magnify distant objects in the sky (like the moon and
planets) and dramatically increase the number of stars we can see, some objects are so
distant, small or dim that they do not appear in a telescope

BD = Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC= Benchmark, Contextual
Codes (right side of page):
2nd letter of code
Number
/st letter of each code in 11arentheses
E = Explicitly stated in document
Page number of cited document
2 = Project 2061 : Benchmarks for Science Literacy
I = Implied in document
or, ji,r duplicates:
C = California Science Framework
Standard number & level of duplicate
N = NAEP Science Consensus Project
0 = NAEP 1990 Science Objectives
S = National Science Education Standards
T = NSTA: The Content Core
45
D = Duplicated in another standard

~

UPDATE: JANUARY,

1994
BD (2E,44;TE,97)

•

Understands that astronomical objects in interstellar space are unimaginably distant from
the earth and each other: stars are like our sun, but so distant they look like points of
light, and galaxies, though very large, are so distant they look like a single star

•

Knows that the sun is a medium-size star, located at the edge of a disk-shaped galaxy,
part of which can be seen on a clear night as a glowing band of light

•

Knows that the universe contains innumerable galaxies, each containing innumerable
stars

•

Understands that the earth is one of several planets that circle the sun, and the moon
circles around the earth

BD (2E,44;NI,75)

BD (2E,44;CI,8 l ;NE, 75)

BD (2E,44;NI,62)

Level III
BD (2E,45;CI,86;NI,62)

•

Knows that light travels from the sun to earth in a few minutes, from the next nearest star
in four years, and from very distant stars, several billion years; the distance light travels
in a few years would take the fastest rocket thousands of years to travel

•

Understands that stars differ from each other in size, temperature and age, but appear to
be made up of the same elements and to behave according to the same principles;
however, unlike our sun, most stars are in systems of two or more stars orbiting around a
common point

BD (2E,45;CE,82;TE,97)

BD (2E,45;Cl,8 l ;NE,73-74;TE,90-91)

•

Knows that nine planets of very different size, composition, and surface features move
around the sun in nearly circular orbits, and some planets have a variety of moons and
rings of particles orbiting around them: the earth is orbited by one moon, many artificial
satellites, and debris

Codes (right side of page):

BO= Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC= Benchmark, Contextual

1st letter of each code in parentheses

2nd letter of code

Number

2 = Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy
C = California Science Framework
N = NAEP Science Consensus Project
0 = NAEP 1990 Science Objectives
S = National Science Education Standards
T = NSTA: The Content Core
D = Duplicated in another standard

E = Explicitly stated in document
I = Implied in document

or, for duplicates:

Page number of cited document
Standard number & level of duplicate

46

··--

SCIENCE

BD (2E,45;CE,8 I ;TE,90)

•

Knows that many pieces of rock and ice orbit our sun: some meet the earth in its orbit,
glow and disintegrate from friction as they plunge through our atmosphere; other objects
have long, off-center orbits that bring them close to the sun, whose radiation boils off
material and pushes it into a long, illuminated tail

Level IV
BD (2E,45;CE,85;NE,87;TE,98)

•

Knows that about ten billion years ago, the entire contents of the universe expanded
explosively into existence from a single, hot, dense chaotic mass

•

Knows that at the beginning of the universe, stars that formed out of clouds of the lightest
elements became hot as the material condensed and began releasing energy from the
nuclear fusion of light elements into heavier ones in their extremely hot, dense cores;
some stars eventually exploded, producing clouds of material from which other stars and
planets would condense: a process of star formation and destruction that continues

•

Knows that the scientific account of the universe comes from studying evidence about its
contents and imagining, with the help of mathematical models, how they got to be the
way they are

•

Knows that current, increasingly more accurate technological tools include visual, radio
and x-ray telescopes that provide information across the entire spectrum of
electromagnetic waves, computers that manage large and complex data, space probes that
provide data from remote parts of the solar system, and accelerators which can simulate
conditions in the stars

BD (2E,45;CE,85;NE,86-87;TE,96)

BD (2E,46;CE,89;NE,74)

BD (2E,46;CE,88-89;NI,88;TI,96)

W·

(2E,46;NE,57,TE,79)

Knows basic concepts about the earth

BD = Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC = Benchmark, Conteictual
211d lerter of code
Number
I sr lerter of each code i1111aremhese.,
E = Eicplicitly stated in document
Page number of cited document
2 = Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science.Literacy
or, for duplicates:
I= Implied in document
C = California Science Framework
Standard number & level of duplicate
N = NAEP Science Consensus Project
0 = NAEP 1990 Science Objectives
S = National Science Education Standards
T = NSTA: The Content Core
47
D = Duplicated in another standard
Codes (right side of page):

·-

---

UPDATE: JANUARY,

1994

Level I
BD (2E,47;NE,6!)

•

Knows that weather changes some from day to day, but things like temperature and rain
(or snow) tend to be high, low, or medium in the same months every year

•

Knows that water can be a liquid, like rain, or solid ice, and can be made to go back and
forth from one form to the other, but the amount of water stays the same

•

Knows that water in a closed container stays the same, but water left in an open container
disappears (evaporates)

BD (2E,48;NI,59)

BD (2E,48)

Level II
BD (2E,48)

•

Knows that like all planets and stars, the earth is approximately spherical in shape
BD (2E,48;NE,62-63)

•

Knows that the rotation of the earth on its axis every 24 hours produces the night and day
cycle
BD (2E,49;NE,59)

•

Knows that when liquid water disappears, it turns into gas (vapor) in the air and can
re-appear as a liquid when cooled

•

Knows that air is a substance that surrounds us, takes up space, and whose movement we
feel as wind

BD (2E,49)

BD (2E,49;CE,99;NE,60)

•

Knows that clouds, like fog and steam from a kettle, are made of tiny droplets of water
BD (CE,93;NE,57-58;TE,79)

•

Knows common rocks and minerals, what they are made of, and how they form

BO= Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC= Benchmark, Contextual
Codes (right side of page):
211d letter of code
Number
l.vt letter of each code i11 paremheses
E = Explicitly stated in document
Page number of cited document
2 = Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy
I = Implied in document
or, for duplicates:
C = California Science Framework
Standard number & level of duplicate
N = NAEP Science Consensus Project
0 = NAEP 1990 Science Objectives
S = National Science Education Standards
T = NSTA: The Content Core
48
D = Duplicated in another standard

SCIENCE

Level IV
BD (2E,50;NI,8 I ;TI,95)

•

Knows that life is adapted to conditions on earth, including the strength of gravity to hold
an adequate atmosphere and an intensity of radiation from the sun that allows water to
cycle between liquid and vapor

•

Knows that weather (in the short run) and climate (in the long run) involve the transfer of
energy in and out of the atmosphere

BD (2E,51;NE,84)

BD (2E,51 ;NE,83-85;TI,92)

•

Knows that solar radiation heats the land masses, oceans, and air and that transfer of heat
energy at the boundaries results in layers at different temperatures and densities in both
the ocean and atmosphere; as layers of heat energy rise and fall, they produce winds and
ocean currents

•

Knows that solar radiation--direct and through the winds and rivers it creates on the
earth's surface--is continually available, and can be transformed into electrical energy,
which is then distributed widely for lighting, heating, and running machinery

BD (2E,5 l ;NI,86;TI,84)

BD (2E,5l;DI,15.3.1)

•

Knows that solar energy is stored in plants as chemical energy that can be transformed to
other forms of energy or used for food

•

Knows that energy storage in ancient plants is still available to us in fossil fuels, which
provide a convenient, transportable fuel for vehicles

BD (2E,51 ;Nl,80;TI,80;DI, 15.4.1)

(2E,5 l ;NI,57;TE,80)

Understands the processes that shape the surface of the earth and the relation of the
surface of the earth to the living environment

BD = Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC= Benchmark, Contextual
Codes (right side of page):
2nd letter of code
Number
I st letter of each code in parentheses
2 = Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy
E = Explicitly stated in document
Page number of cited document
I = Implied in document
or. for duplicates:
C = California Science Framework
Standard number & level of duplicate
N = NAEP Science Consensus Project
0 = NAEP 1990 Science Objectives
S = National Science Education Standards
T = NSTA: The Content Core
51
D = Duplicated in another standard

SCIENCE

BD (SE,36;TE,67)

•

Knows that substances can be represented by formulas or three-dimensional models
showing the number, types, and/or relative positions of the atoms that make up the
substance

(2E,60;CE,6 l ;NE,94;SE,21 ;TE, I05)

....8_'.;,,/

Knows the forms energy takes, its transformations from one form to another, and its
relationship to matter

Levell
BD (CI,61;NE,62,95;SE,23)

•

Knows that the sun applies heat and light to earth

•

Knows that an energy source, like a battery within a circuit, can produce light, sound and
heat

•

Knows that an object in a beam of light can cast a shadow, while other objects might
bend or transmit the light

BD (CE,68;NI,95;SE,23;TE, 114)

BD (CI,73;Nl,97;SE,23)

Level II
BD (2E,62;Cl,73;SE,30)

•

Knows that things that give off light often give off heat

•

Knows that mechanical and electrical machines give off heat

•

Knows that when warmer things are put with cooler ones, the warm ones lose heat and
the cool ones gain it until they are all at the same temperature

BD (2E,62;CI,61 ;NI,94-95;SE,30)

BD (2E,62;CE,67;TE,65, I 07)

Level III

Codes (right side of page):
BO = Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC= Benchmark, Contextual
I st letter of each code in parentheses
2nd letter of code
Number
2 = Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy
E = Explicitly stated in document
Page number of cited document
C = California Science Framework
I = Implied in document
or, for duplicates:
N = NAEP Science Consensus Project
Standard number & level of duplicate
0 = NAEP 1990 Science Objectives
S = National Science Education Standards
T = NSTA: The Content Core
57
D = Duplicated in another standard

UPDATE: JANUARY,

1994
BD (2E,63;CE,62;NE, 100-101 ;SE,29;TI, 105)

•

Knows that energy comes in different forms, such as light, thermal, electrical, kinetic
(motion), and sound, which can be changed from one form to another

•

Understands that whenever the amount of energy in one place or form diminishes, the
amount in other places or forms increases by the same amount

•

Knows that temperature changes in a sample of matter are related to the loss or gain of
thermal energy by the sample

•

Knows that energy comes to the earth from the sun as visible light and electromagnetic
radiation; the amount and type of radiation depend upon the absorption properties of the
atmosphere

BD (2E,63;NE, 101 ;SE,35 ;TE,65)

BD (SE,29;Tl,114)

BD (CE,62;SE,30;TE,65)

BD (CE;75;SE,30;TE,65)

•

Knows that energy changes involved in physical or chemical changes can be measured in
the form of heat

•

Knows that energy can be harnessed to do work, which is represented by the quantity of
force applied to an object times the distance the object moves in the direction of force

BD (SE,35;TE, 106)

Level IV
BD (2E,63;CE,64;TE,121)

•

Knows that heat energy in a material consists of the disordered motions of its colliding
atoms or molecules
BD (2E,63;CE,66;SE,36;TI, 119)

•

Knows that any interactions of atoms or molecules involve either a net decrease in
potential energy or a net increase in disorder (entropy), or both

BD = Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC= Benchmark, Contextual
Codes (right side of page):
2nd letter of code
Number
1st letter of each code in parentheses
E = Explicitly stated in document
Page number of cited document
2 = Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy
I= Implied in document
or.for d11plicates:
C = California Science Framework
Standard number & level of duplicate
N = NAEP Science Consensus Project
0 = NAEP 1990 Science Objectives
S = National Science Education Standards
T = NSTA: The Content Core
58
D = Duplicated in another standard

SCIENCE

BO (2E,63;CE,66;NE,l lO;SE,36;Tl,114)

•

Knows that transformations of energy usually produce some energy in the form of heat,
which by radiation or conduction spreads into cooler places, so that less can be done with
the total energy

•

Knows that characteristic energy levels associated with different configurations of atoms
and molecules means that light emitted or absorbed during energy transformations can be
used to provide evidence regarding the structure and composition of matter

•

Knows that some changes of atomic or molecular configuration require an input of
energy, whereas others release energy

BO (2E,63;CI,62;SI,36)

BO (2E,63;CE,47;TI,119,121)

BD (2E,63 ;CE,52;SE,36-37;TE, 120)

•

Knows that the difference in the strength of forces involved in nuclear particles and those
associated with molecules are reflected in the differences in energy released in nuclear
and chemical reactions
BO (2E,64;TE,121)

•

Knows that energy transformations occur whenever the nuclei of very heavy atoms, such
as uranium or plutonium, split into middle-weight ones, or when very light nuclei, such
as those of hydrogen and helium, combine into heavier ones

9.

Understands motion and the principles that explain it

(2E,65 ;CE,5 3 ;NE, 96;SE,37 ;TE, I 04)

Levell
BD (2E,67;CE,53;NI,97;SE,24)

•

Knows that the varieties of motion include straight line, zigzag, vibrational, or circular
BD (2E,67;CE,55;SE,24)

•

Knows that an object's motion can be changed by a push or a pull by people, or by other
objects

BO= Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC= Benchmark, Contextual
Codes (right side of page):
211d letter of code
Number
I st letter of each code in pare11theses
E = Explicitly stated in document
Page number of cited document
2 = Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy
or, j<,r duplicates:
I = Implied in document
C = California Science Framework
Standard number & level of duplicate
N = NAEP Science Consensus Project
0 = NAEP 1990 Science Objectives
S = National Science Education Standards
T = NSTA: The Content Core
59
D = Duplicated in another standard
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SCIENCE

magnetic forces and moving magnets produce electric forces; the interplay of these forces
is the basis for electric motors, generators, radio, television and many other modern
technologies
BD (2E,72;NI,109;SI,36;TE,72,119)

•

Knows that the forces that hold the nucleus of atoms together are much stronger than the
electromagnetic force; this explains why great amounts of energy are released from the
nuclear reactions in atomic or hydrogen bombs, and in the sun and other stars

(2E,75;NE, I 15;SI,42;Tl,47)

'1,11!

Knows about the diversity and unity that characterize life

Levell
BD (2E,77;SE,43)

•

Knows that some animals and plants are similar in appearance and behavior, and others
are very different from one another
BD (2E,77)

•

Knows that stories sometimes give plants and animals attributes they really do not have

Level II
BD (2E,77;CI, l 19;NI, I IS;SE,43)

•

Knows that living things can be sorted into groups in many ways using various properties
to decide which things belong to which group

•

Knows that plants and animals are alive and go through predictable life cycles, which
include growth, development, reproduction and death

BD (CE, l 18;NE, 118;SE,43;TE.48)

Level III

BD = Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC= Benchmark, Contextual
2nd letter of code
Number
/st letter of each code in pe1re11theses
Page number of cited document
E = Explicilly stated in document
2 = Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy
or, for duplicates:
I = Implied in document
C = California Science Framework
Standard number & level of duplicate
N = N AEP Science Consensus Project
0 = NAEP 1990 Science Objectives
S = Natior.al Science Education Standards
T = NSTA: The Content Core
65
D = Duplicated in another standard
Codes (righ• side of page):

GEOGRAPHY

BD (NE,73-74;SE,24)

•

Understands physical processes that affect different regions of the United States and the
world (e.g., landform creation and alteration on coasts; processes that affect mountainous
regions such as rock slides and avalanches; severe weather conditions; water supply;
sources of energy for electricity; physical features that affect transportation; erosional
systems in cold regions; physical processes in dry environments such as flash floods, soil
erosion, and sand movement)

8.

Understands characteristics of ecosystems on Earth's surface

(NI,73)

Levell
BD (GI,12;NI,41-42;SE,26;TI,23)

•

Knows how elements of the environment (temperature, vegetation, precipitation) influence
our lives

Level JI
BD (GI,14-16;NE,4l;SE,25;TI,4l;DI,7.2.l)

•

Knows Earth's natural systems (hydrosphere, lithosphere, biosphere, and atmosphere;
environment, ecosystem, biome, cycle)
BD (GI,12;NE,4l;SE,25;TI,42)

•

Knows possible effects of changes in an ecosystem (changes in rainfall affect crop
production; natural disasters such as earthquakes, hurricanes, and volcanic eruptions affect
people, vegetation, and animals)
BD (GI,13-15;NE,4l;SE,25;TI,43)

•

Understands Earth's limited capacity (causes and consequences of increasing animal
populations, overgrazing and plowing of arid land, mineral or resource exploitation, waste
dumping)

Level Ill
BD (NI,55;SE,26)

•

Knows components and functions of natural cycles (e.g., water, nutrients) and
relationships among them

BD = Benchmark, Declarative; BP = Benchmark, Procedural; BC = Benchmark, Contextual
Codes (right side of page):
2nd letter of code
Number
I st letter of each code in parentheses
E = Explicitly stated in document
Page number of cited document
G = Guidelines for Geographic Education
I = Implied in document
or. for duplicates.
N = NAEP: Geography Item Specifications
Standard number & level of duplicate
S = Geography Education Standards Project
T = K-6 Geography: Themes, Key Ideas
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D = Duplicated in another standard

Little Chute School District's
5 year Curriculum Plan
Appendix D

CURRICULUM WRITING AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT
5-YEAR CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT PLAN
for the
LITTLE CHUTE AREA SCHOOLS

Spring 1993

District-wide, site-based inservice on curriculum mapping
and the curriculum revision plan
Mapping to be completed by each classroom teacher before the
end of the school year and compiled during the summer

Fall 1993
September lnservice

District-wide inservice: "A Step-by-Step Approach to
Developing Units of Study"
Options for Curriculum Design
Problems of Interdisciplinary Design
Grouping Options
·
Authentic Assessments

1993-1995
Further lnservice Days

Research: External and Internal
Discussion Groups
Site Visits/Invited Guests
Conferences (i.e., WAMLE, April 1994)
Readings
and

Collaborative Curriculum Proposal Development
Interdisciplinary Curriculum Implementation
Pilot & More Learning
Time for Unit (Curriculum) Writing

1995-1996

Revision of Discipline-Based Curricula

1996-1997

Examine TOM Feedback Loop (Plan-Do-Check-Act)
Program Adaptations
Evaluation
Replacement
Expansion

- '-15-

First Survey
Appendix E

1-4-95

Memo: Teachers
RE: EE Curriculum
From: J. Meo.

TEACHERS,
I'm in need of your help. I'd like your team to go OU I CKLY
through your curriculum themes and mark below which quarter you
feel you......
~
©oo address these themes.
©HnUE addressed these themes.

© WOULD like to address these themes in the future.
Please look at the eHample below. I hope that what I'm looking
for you to do is clear and will go quickly for the team. Please do this

R.S.R.P.

EXAMPLE:
e.@-da-p-ta-tio-in) population, niche, interdependence, organismm

" ~~LP

_1Q2 _ _

. ~DO

Grade 1 teaches some of these issues during quarter 2. They will mark as shown in the example
1Q2. This means GRADE 1 QUARTER 2

Please feel to note the areas that are specific to your level and
/or the areas the you would like some help adding to your
curriculum. (see example above)
Thanks so much,
Jennifer

~

EARTH'S ENVIRONMENT
1. solar energy, biochemical cycles _ __
2. nuclear reactions, geothermal energy, tides, gravity
3. earth's energy, absorption, radiation _ _ __

----

4. air mass, hydropic cycle, evaporation, condensation, precipitation, transpiration, ocean

---

currents, differential absorption, convection, radiation, conduction, weather, climate _ __

EARTH'S ENVIRONMENT, COMPLEX, INTERRELATED, BIOSPHERE
1. biosphere, system, interaction _ _ __
a. ecosystem, abiotic, biotic, life form, competition, decomposition, erosion, biome
b. interaction, components, unit

---

----

c. interaction, organism, genetic composition, species _ _ __
d. energy, space, matter, time, genetics ____
e. adaptation, population, niche, interdependence, organism, habitat _ __

f. ecological amplitude, biological magnification _ __
2. change, dynamic _ __
a. climate topography, geologic processes, continental drift _ __
b. genes, DNA, mutations, adaptation, extinction, evolution _ __
c. ecosystem evolution, succession, landslide, earthquake, urbanization,volcanism, extinction _ __
d. biological diversity _ _ __
e. niche specialization, change, maturation expansion _ __
3. biosphere ____

a. solar energy, matter _ _ __
b. photosynthesis, water, CO2, minerals, organic, respiration _ __
c. cycle, recycle, food chain, herbivore, carnivore, producer, consumer, soil, decay, omnivore,
pr~dator, prey, scavenger _ __

---

d. energy conservation, energy dissipation, energy transfer, solar energy, energy storage, _ __
fossil fuels
e. cycles, material consumption, renewal, balance, renewable resources _ __
4. species, population, stability, community ____
a. population,birth rate, death rate, growth curve _ __
b. immigration, emigration, reproduction, resiliency, carrying capacity, predation, nutrient, _ __
toxins, competition, interaction, symbiosis, marriage, medical science, sanitation, diet
c. interaction, finite, technology, population dynamics _ __
d. space, spatial arrangements, population _ __

e. ecological amplitude, dispersal, population distribution _ __

USE OF ECOSYSTEM TO SATISFY BASIC NEEDS
1. basic needs, climate, energy, materials, rest, exercise, stress, food, water, environmental _ __
stress _ __
2. psychological needs, social needs, security, love, esteem, social interaction, health, comfort, _ __
material goods _ __
3. culture, perceived needs, perceived desires, environmental impact, expression, material _ __

goods, values, value system, society, impact of urbanization _ __

HUMANS AS DOMINANT SPECIES AND IMPACT
8. ecological dominance _ __
a. human intellectual capacity, technology, population control _ __
b. human adaptation to environments _ __
c. dominance by population size _ __
2. urbanization, social group.corporate group. _ __
a. impact due to population concentration _ __
b. impact of large urban areas ____
3. accelerated ecosystem change, technological growth, irreversibility _ __
4. impact of human value systems _ __

COMPLEX INTERACTIONS CAUSE CONTINUOUS CHANGE
1. values, needs perception, goals, skills, insights, capabilities _ __
2. mutually beneficial. unidirectional _ __
3. feedback mechanisms

---

4. synergistic effects _ __

a. positive human activities _ __
b. destructive human activities

---

HARMONIZING WITH THE EARTH'S SYSTEMS
1. impacts on humans, foresight capability, decision making process _ __
2. formal education, art form, informal education, economic incentive, social incentives, _ __
guidelines, standards, business, industry, EPA, DNR _ __
3. institution, family, education, science, religion, technology, industry, commerce _ __

HUMAN STEPS

TO

HARMONY WITHIN EARTH'S SYSTEMS

1. interactions, process, change, action strategies _ __
4. beneficial change, detrimental change, irreversible change, short range, long range _ __
'

.

5. action strategy, criteria... environmental, social, economic _ __
6. alternative action, plan, policy, feedback, revision _ __

An example and explanation of how to read the data summary can be found in
Figure 1.
Figure 1
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The far left column vertically lists the DPI principles and subprinciples by topic or
number. These principles or subprinciples match the survey sheets sent to the teams.
An example of the survey can be found on pages

and

of this appendix. Three (3)

columns listed horizontally, DO NOW, HAVE DONE, WOULD LIKE TO DO represent
the response choice given to the teams on the survey.
The teachers were asked to work as a team and decide which column best
described their level of instruction regarding the Environmental Education DPI
principle. The teachers also circled the part of the subprinciple that was taught and
this is how some of the text in the first column of the final 'Administrative' document
became underlined (Appendix H). The underlined text on the "Administrative" document
shows what topics are being taught from that subprinciple at this time. Finally, the
teams were asked what quarter they taught the information or would use the
information if supplied. This information was not used in any of the final
documentation.
The numbers in the columns under the horizontal rows represent the grade level
response to that principle or subprinciple. For example, Earth's Environment
subprinciple 1 shows that grades 1,3,and 5 do some instruction in that area. It also
shows that no grade level has given past instruction or wants to do more instruction in
this subprinciple's area.

The following two pages are the actual responses given by the teams. All 5
teams responded to the survey. There are four teachers on each team . .20 teachers
responded overall.
Looking at the survey, it was found that there was work to be done. Grades 4-5
wanted help with EE issues. Grades 2-5 had tried different EE topics but didn't feel they
were teaching the topic at this time. Finally, It is clear that not a lot of EE was being
taught. However, when EE was being taught it seemed as if everyone was teaching the
same issues. For example, recycling, basic needs, harmonizing, adaptation, and
resources were the topics being covered and covered repeatedly.
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DPI Principles and Subprinciples
Appendix G

■ Figure 4
Earth's Natural Environment
Principles and Subprinciples

Associated Concepts

A. Earth's environment operates as a system supported by conditions that are functions of Earth's
structure and place in the solar system.
1. Solar energy is the primary source of energy for all
biogeochemical cycles and other processes occurring
on Earth.

solar energy, biogeochemical
cycles

2. Nuclear processes, geothermal sources, tidal movements, and gravity are secondary sources.

nuclear reactions, geothermal
energy, tides, gravity

3. Earth is in a state of overall energy balance absorbing energy from the sun and radiating it into space.

earth's energy budget, absorption, radiation

4. Earth's daily rotation, annual revolution around the
sun, and differential absorption of solar energy result in the movement of air masses, ocean currents,
and the hydrologic cycle, giving rise to Earth's prevailing weather and climates, and providing conditions essential to life on Earth.

air mass, hydrologic cycle,
evaporation, condensation, precipitation, transpiration, ocean
currents, differential absorption, convection, radiation, conduction, weather, climate

B. Earth's environment is a complex, interrelated,
interactive, dynamic, constantly changing
macrosystem called the biosphere.
1. The biosphere is composed of a mosaic of interacting
·systems called ecosystems.

22

macro system

biosphere, system, interaction

a. An ecosystem is a recognizable, homogeneous
unit existing at a particular point in space and
time, consisting of three groups of components:
(1) physical (sun's energy, climate, rocks, water); (2) life forms (including humans); and
(3) interactions between living and nonliving
components (competition, erosion, decomposition).

ecosystem, abiotic, biotic, life
form, competition, decomposition, erosion, biome

b. The characteristics of an ecosystem, derived from
the interaction of its components, differ from the
characteristics ofindividual components and can
be understood only when studied as a complete
functioning unit.

interaction, components, unit

c. Characteristics of a species of organism depend
upon interactions of its genetic composition with
the environment.

interaction, organism, genetic
composition, species

d. Ecosystem processes are limited by physicochemical attributes (energy, materials, space,
time) and the inherited characteristics of organisms.

energy, space, matter, time, genetics

Principles and Subprinciples

Associated Concepts

e. These characteristics adapt a population of an
organism to function in a particular role known
as a niche. Populations of organisms are interdependent with one another and with their physical environment.

adaptation, population, niche,
interdependence, organism,
habitat

f.

ecological amplitude, biological
magnification

Both ecosystems and species of organisms vary
in their ecological amplitude, that is, their limits
and capacities to interact with other components
of the ecosystem, and with other ecosystems.

2. The biosphere has been and is undergoing dynamic,
continuous change.

change, dynamic

a. Environmental factors, such as climate, topography, geologic processes, and the distribution of
oceans and continents, have changed throughout
Earth's history.

climate, topography, geologic
processes, continental drift

b.. Organisms have changed greatly through many
small, consecutive modifications of their genetic
composition, thus adapting to a changing environment. Organisms that have failed to adapt
have become extinct.

genes, DNA, mutations, adaptation, extinction, evolution

c. New ecosystems are created as organisms invade
formerly lifeless water or bare mineral substrates
(such as rock) or as existing ecosystems are modified.

ecosystem evolution, substrate,
succession

(lj New combinations of organisms and envi-

ecosystem evolution

ronments result in new ecosystems.
(2) Interactions of living and nonliving components change the character of an ecosystem.

biotic, abiotic, evolution

(3) Natural and human processes, such as fires,
landslides, earthquakes, volcanism, and urbanization, alter ecosystems in varying degrees.

landslide, earthquake, urbanization, succession, volcanism

(4) Ecosystems have various degrees of resiliency to alteration, giving them varying capacities and rates of recovery from alteration.

ecosystem, stability, resiliency

(5) Ecosystems can be reduced to near or actual
extinction by the removal or addition of components and the change of processes, but
unless the area is rendered toxic to all life for
extended periods, a new ecosystem subsequently will develop.

ecosystem evolution, extinction,
toxicity

d. As ecosystems persist and mature over time,
there is a tendency toward an increase in the
diversity of organisms.

biological diversity, ecosystem
maturation
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Principles and Subprinciples
(1) Mature ecosystems are cybernetic; they have
a steady-state character even though individual organisms and species arrive, die, or
depart, and even though particular kinds of
organisms may not always be present.

stability, steady-state

(2) Mature ecosystems tend to be very stable,
with more resilience to physical, biological,
economic, and social variations than developing systems.

stability, resiliency

e. Niches become more specialized as ecosystems
mature.

niche specialization, ecosystem
maturation

(1) Niche specialization occurs when ecosystem
changes interact with organism changes.

ecosystem change, organism
change

(2) Niches can be expanded if species learn new
behaviors, thus enabling more types of organisms to live in an ecosystem and further
modify its character.

niche expansion, succession,
ecosystem evolution, behavior

Some ecosystem characteristics are influenced
strongly by the origin and history of the ecosystem.

ecosystem evolution

f.

3. Energy and materials required for life pass into or
are found in the biosphere and are components of
each ecosystem.
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Associated Concepts

biosphere

a. Most ecosystem energy comes originally and primarily from the sun; materials come from components of the biosphere.

solar energy, matter, biosphere

b. Through photosynthesis, green plants and other
organisms containing chlorophyll use solar energy to convert water, carbon dioxide, and small
amounts of minerals into high energy organic
compounds that power all life processes.

photosynthesis, water, carbon
dioxide, mineral, organic, compound, life process

(1) The process of respiration releases this energy in other organisms.

respiration

(2) The processes of photosynthesis and respiration are limited to a narrow range of temperatures, moisture, and chemical conditions, and by the genetic composition of
organisms.

photosynthesis, respiration, genetic composition

c. Materials are cycled and recycled through ecosystems via pathways known as food webs. In
food webs materials pass through plants, through
herbivores, and through carnivores. At any of
these three levels, decomposers may reduce organic matter to inorganic, thus completing the
cycle.

cycle, recycle, food chain, food
web, herbivore, carnivore, producer, consumer, parasite, soil,
micro-organism, decay, organic,
inorganic, omnivore, predator,
prey, scavenger, decomposition,
law of conservation of matter
gross primary production, de~
composers
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Principles and Subprinciples

Associated Concepts

d. Some energy moves through geophysical and geochemical components of ecosystems; the rest
through food webs.

energy conversion, efficiency,
energy, dissipation, energy
transfer, geophysical, geochemical, entropy

(1) Energy conversions in food webs are never
100 percent efficient, so energy is constantly
dissipated from the system, resulting in a
deficit.

energy conversion, efficiency,
energy pyramid

(2) A constant infusion of energy from the sun is
required for organisms and ecosystems to
live and grow.

energy infusion, solar energy

(3) Some energy is stored in organic materials
and is available for future use.

energy storage, organic matter,
fossil fuels

e. Most natural ecosystems are adapted to operate
on the energy and materials directly available to
them. These resources are renewable through
recycling.

cycles, material consumption,
material renewal, rate of consumption, rate of renewal, biomass

(1) In natural ecosystems the rates of consumption and renewal are balanced.

consumption, renewal, renewable resource

(2) In ecosystems containing primitive human
social groups, these rates are also balanced.

ecosystem balance, renewable
resources, biomass, social group

(3) In ecosystems containing modern human social groups, there is a demand for heavy
subsidization of energy and materials.

social group, renewable resource, nonrenewable resource

4. Each ecosystem of the biosphere contains a number
of species populations, the size and stability of which
vary, depending on biotic and abiotic changes in the
system.

species, population stability, biotic, abiotic, community

a. A population introduced into an ecosystem to
which it is adapted shows a typically s-shaped
pattern of growth as births exceed deaths, a
leveling off as the rates equalize, and a decline as
the death rate exceeds the birth rate.

population, s-shaped growth
curve, birth rate, death rate,
population dynamics, homeostasis, exponential growth

b. Population, birth, and death rates are influenced
by intrinsic and extrinsic limiting factors.

intrinsic, extrinsic, limiting factor, fertility rate, immigration,
emigration

(1) Intrinsic factors are genetic and include reproductive capacity, innate behavior, food
requirements, and resiliency.

intrinsic factor, genetic, reproductive capacity, innate behavior, food requirements, resiliency, carrying capacity

(2) Extrinsic factors are environmental and include chemical factors, such as nutrients and
toxins, physical factors, such as temperature

extrinsic factor, nutrient, toxin,
temperature, humidity, competition, predation, parasitism,
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Principles and Subprinciples

Associated Concepts

and humidity, and factors related to interactions with its own and other populations,
such as competition, predation, parasitism.
Population density affects all extrinsic relationships.

population density, carrying capacity, interaction, symbiosis

(3) The modern human birth rate is affected
primarily by socio-cultural means, for example, delay in marriage, family planning;
the death rate by technology, for example,
medical science, sanitation, dietary improvement. The net result of recent changes in
both rates has been a substantial increase in
the size and growth rate of Earth's human
population.

socio-cultural, marriage, family
planning, medical science, sanitation, diet, human population
growth, birth rate; death rate

c. Population size in an ecosystem will vary over
time with changes in physicochemical factors
and with biological interactions, thus defining a
carrying capacity of the ecosystem for a population under a given set of conditions. Within finite
limits, technology can increase an ecosystem's
carrying capacity.

physicochemical factor, biological interaction, carrying capacity, finite, technology, population dynamics

d. Spatial arrangements and total numbers of individuals in a population are equally important in
ecosystem functioning.

space, spatial arrangement,
population

e. Population distribution is controlled by ecological amplitude, environmental barriers to dispersal, and history.

ecological amplitude, dispersal,
population distribution

Aquatic Food Web .
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■
Humans as Ecosystem Components
Figure 5

Principles and Subprinciples

Associated Concepts

A. Humans use ecosystems to satisfy basic needs
and desires.
1. Basic biological needs that must be met for humans

to live and grow include habitable climate, energy,
food, water, other materials, rest and exercise, other
humans for reproduction, and protection against
environmental stresses.

basic biological needs, climate,
energy, materials, rest, exercise, reproduction, environmental stress, food, water

2. Humans cannot grow and completely develop mentally unless essential psychological and social needs
and desires are met. These include security, love,
esteem, self-fulfillment, social interaction, health,
comfort, material goods, and spiritual experiences.

psychological needs, social
needs, desires, security, love,
esteem, self-fulfillment, social
interaction, health, comfort,
material goods

3. Each human culture has its own perceived needs
and desires that make different demands and impacts on ecosystems. In times of stress many of
these needs 1:1nd desires can be adjusted.

culture, perceived needs, perceived desires, environmental
impact

a. Culturally specific perceived needs include
• preservation of land and ecosystems and the
c9nservation of materials and energy;
• satisfaction of desires for status and for exotic
materials and experiences;
• economies of scale concentrating human activities;
• planned obsolescence of manufactured goods;
and
• dietary customs, family size, and work attitudes.

culturally perceived needs

b. Universal human desire for increasing amounts
of material goods is expressed differently in different cultures. The human impact on ecosystems increases as these desires are satisfied.

cultural expression, material
good, environmental impact

c. Value systems are an important factor in determining the kind and extent of a society's impact
on ecosystems.

values, value system, society

d. Increasing the consumption of energy and materials often leads to deleterious impacts on ecosystems such as

environmental impacts
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Principles and Subprinciples

Associated Concepts

• increased carbon dioxide and heat in the atmosphere, resulting in global warming;
• changes in the reflective power of Earth;
• introduction of synthetic substances that may
be toxic, mutagenic, or carcinogenic; and
• heat islands over urban areas.
e. Concentration of humans in built environments
intensifies the deleterious effects of humans on
ecosystems.

B. Humans are an all-pervasive species in the ecosphere and thus exert a special ecological dominance.

impact of urbanization

human ecological dominance

1. Human ecological domination results from various

factors.
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a. Intellectual capacities permit development of
• technology, giving unique control over energy
flow, food and goods production, disease, and
other factors that could limit human populations;
• unique institutional and technological control
over other populations in ecosystems such as the
domestication of species, suppression of undesirable species, and the encouragement of desirable
species.

human intellectual capacity,
technology

b. Human biological and cultural adaptation to a
wide range of environmental conditions may result in either positive or negative effects.

human adaptation to environments, environmental impact

c. Sheer human population size results in ecological domination.

dominance by population size

d. Specialization and diversity in the division of
labor allows for ecological domination.

division of labor

species population control

2. Human tendencies to form and function in social
and corporate groups and institutions promote development of human habitats that create unique
concentrated demands on ecosystems and further
increase human impacts on ecosystems.

social group, social institution,
urbanization, corporate group

a. These effects are intensified by the concentration of humans in small areas.

impact due to population concentration

i

Principles and Subprinciples
b. The effects of human settlements of a metropolitan scale on ecosystems rival those of mountains,
glaciers, droughts, and floods.

Associated Concepts
impact of large urban areas

3. Recent rapid increases in human populations and
technological capabilities have accelerated ecosystem changes until some are potentially irreversible.

accelerated ecosystem change,
impacts of rapid human population growth, impacts of rapid
technological growth, irreversibility

4. Human aesthetic, ethical, moral, and spiritual values may reinforce or conflict with harmonious relationships within ecosystems.

impacts of human value systems

C. Ecosystems affect humans.
1. Humans and all their products function in an eco-

system framework.
a. Built environments radically transform human
societies and cultures.

built environments, human societies and culture

b. Past ecosystem processes and events have produced major biological and cultural differences
in human populations.

past ecosystem impacts on human populations

2. Biosphere changes due to increasing human population and technology have both short- and long-term
effects.

short term, long term

a. Short-term effects include changes in
• birth and death rates;
• biological fitness of human populations as
measured by growth rates, disease patterns, nutritional levels, and aging;
• use of nonrenewable materials and stored energy resources; and
• functional capacities of individuals and populations, for example, mental productivity and
attitude.

short term, long term, birth
rate, death rate, population
growth rate, disease, nutrition,
aging, nonrenewable resource,
functional capacity

b. Long-term effects include changes in
• genes and chromosomes and their evolutionary consequences;
• elimination or introduction of selection pressures;
• ecosystems due to evolution of component
populations;

long term, genes, chromosomes,
evolution, population, life cycle,
renewable resources, nonrenewable resources, culture

i

t
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I
I

Principles and Subprinciples
• health and life cycles;
• global climate;
• reserves of nonrenewable and renewable resources; and
• culture.
3. The built environment and its psychological milieu
have a powerful effect on humans. Information
transfer by verbal communication and learned behavior operates on humans in a parallel and synergistic manner in much the same way as do physical
and chemical components of ecosystems.

Associated Concepts

built environment, psychological milieu, synergistic

D. Complex interactions among humans and other
ecosystem components occur continuously.
1. Humans' perceptions of their needs, their impacts

on ecosystems, and ecosystem impacts on them reflect the cultural and individual values, goals, skills,
insights, and capabilities of the individuals, groups,
institutions, and nations involved.

needs perception, values, goals,
skills, insights, capabilities

2. Relationships among components of ecosystems are
reciprocal, ranging from mutually beneficial to
unidirectionally destructive.

ecosystem components, reciprocal, mutually beneficial, unidirectional

3. Feedback mechanisms of different kinds, for ex'ample, physical, chemical, social, and behavioral,
ranging from rudimentary to highly sophisticated,
govern relationships among and within components
of ecosystems.

feedback mechanisms

4. Human activities often have synergistic effects on
ecosystems and vice versa.

synergistic effects

5. Human activities affect ecosystem maintenance and
management.
a. Potentially positive activities of humans within
ecosystems include
• domesticizing plants and animals;
• reducing disease and mortality;
• constructing and controlling space for living,
working, manufacture, storage, recreation, and
transportation;
• preserving genetic stocks of nondomesticated
organisms and preservation of specific ecosystems;
• appreciating ecosystems and their components;
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positive human activities

Principles and Subprinciples

Associated Concepts

• developing human laws and property rights;
• reducing human populations under certain
social-cultural conditions; and
• elaborating functional roles for humans, which
increases diversity of ecosystems.
b. Potentially destructive activities of humans
within ecosystems include
• bringing on large-scale events (such as oil
slicks, floods, atmospheric changes) that warn of
imbalances between human activities and ecosystem functions;
• reducing the number of individuals in a species; interrupting the continuity or reducing the
area of ecosystem types and reducing the average species diversity for a given ecosystem type;
• increasing environmentally related human
health problems, such as pollution-induced disease, noise-induced deafness;
• deliberately or inadvertently destroying or
modifying habitats;
• creating and concentrating pollutants;
• dissipating energy and producing pollutants
at high rates in urban areas;
• depleting relatively concentrated sources of
raw materials.

destructive human activities
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■ Figure 6
Achieving Harmony Between Human Activity
and the Natural Environment
Principles and Subprinciples

Associated Concepts

A. Methods by which human activities may be har-

monized with ecosystem processes are complex,
and outcomes of attempting to do so are not always predictable.
1. Barriers to harmony include the

• inevitable, continuing, and largely unmanageable
effects of ecosystem changes on human biology and
culture;
• lack of foresight capability, the incompleteness or
unavailability of detailed knowledge needed to make
environmental predictions; and
• lack of uniformly dependable social-political processes for responsible decision making.
2. Harmony can be pursued through the
• formal and informal education of the public;
• practice of various art forms to develop human
sensitivity to and appreciation of environmental
quality;
• encouragement of corrective actions by individuals, business and industry, citizen organizations,
and government agencies;
• use of economic and social incentives;
• voluntary adoption and implementation of policies, guidelines, and standards;
• establishment of formal policies, guidelines, and
standards; and
• enforcement of policies, guidelines, and standards.
3. Institutions for promoting harmony include
• family;
• education;
• media;
• religion;
• science/technology;
• civic/social;
• government; and
• industry/commerce.
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ecosystem impacts on humans
foresight capability

decision-making process

formal education, informal education, art form, policy, standard, economic incentive, social
incentive, guideline, business,
industry, government agency,
citizen organization, environmental protection agency, natural resource agency, statute

institution, family, education,
media, religion, science, technology, industry, commerce

Principles and Subprinciples

Associated Concepts

B. A basic procedure for harmonizing human activities with ecosystem processes can be described as
a series of steps.
1. Develop an in-depth understanding of ecosystem

components, the processes in which they are involved, how human activities affect the ecosystem,
both positively and negatively, and how the ecosystem affects its human members.

ecosystem component, interactions, ecosystem process

2. Recognize the importance of the ecosystem components and processes and the significance of any
ecosystem changes that have occurred or are occurring.

ecosystem component, ecosystem process, interaction, ecosystem change

3. Identify the cause(s) of the ecosystem change.

ecosystem component, ecosystem process, interaction, ecosystem change

4. Develop alternative action strategies that maintain
and enhance beneficial changes and reduce detrimental changes, paying particular attention to possibly irreversible changes and identifying desirable
short- and long-range outcomes.

action strategy, beneficial
change, detrimental change, irreversible change, short range,
long range

5. Analyze and evaluate alternative action strategies
using a broad array of environmental, social, and
economic criteria, recognizing that criteria may differ according to circumstances of politics, geography, scale, time, and society.

action strategy, environmental
criteria, social criteria, economic criteria

6. Select among the alternative action strategies, and
adopt a policy that can be implemented at all levels,
individual through universal.

alternative action strategy,
policy

7. Determine and initiate the actions needed to implement the policy.
8. Monitor and evaluate the effects of the policy.
9. Feed the information gained in Step 8 into Step 1
to adjust the procedure as needed.

feedback
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.1

1

See Health Standards

1-5

.AJI year

AK

1-5

I-JI year

A
A
A

2

Colonial
Pioneer
Holland
Culture3
All year

I

I See Guidance Standards

.1

2. Human::: cannot oro·w· and

See Health Standards

completei q deve1oo mentally 1mie::,s
e::;:;;ential p::~ucholoqic:~Jl and social
needs and :jesi res ;:ire met. These
include securit1J, love, e:~teem . selffulfillment, ::axial interaction .

See Guidance Standards

GEOGRAPHY STANDARD 14.
Under:s:t:ind:s: ho>.•t E.:idh 's phrJ sii::.:11
and human :s:y :s:tem:s: are connected
.;;nd irrtff.:act.

health . comfort_. material 1Jocufa, and
:spiritual experiences.
3. [:ich human i::1JHure has it::;
0 1,1n perceived needs and desires that
make different 1Jemands and impacts
on eco=:.1J=3tems. !n ti mes of :,tress
man IJ of these needs and desi res can
t,e adjusted.

AK
K
K

2
2
3
4

5

Discover,r
lmmi grati on
Slavery
Diversity

GEOGRAPHY STANDARD 15.
Understands: the ,:::onsequen,::es ,:,f the

intendfon:s: between human .:ind
phy:s:i,:::.:rl s•J:s:tem:s:.

a. Cultura1l 1J specific:
perceived needs
b. Universal human desire for
i nc:reasi nq amounts of material goods
is expressed differentl qi n 1jifferent
cultures. The human impact on
ec:os1Jstems increases as these desires
are satisfied.
c. Value s1Jstems are an
important factor in deter mining tt1e
kind and extent of a society'::. impact
on ecos1Jstems.
d. I ncreasi nq tt1e consJJmption
of energ1J and materials often leads to
deleterious impacts on ecosystems.
e. Concentration of h1Jmans in

GEOGRAPHY STANDARD 16.
IJnder:s:hnd:s: the changing me.:ining
and imp,:,rhnce of reS( 1Jrc:e:s:.
1

built environments intensifies the
deleterious effects of humans on
ec:cs qste m:::.

-7'-1-

A
A

1
2

AK
K
KE

4
5

Allyev
All year
Allyev
All yev
All yev

A

2

friend3

A
A
AK
KE

2
3
4
5

Rain forest
Earth Sci
AH units
Industrial

KE

5

Diversity

3

;rRINf lPlfS f!NiJ SiJBf'RiNCIPU:~

J B. Humans

ASSOC: i ATED CONCEPTS

fHTl l.l lTV ilEFEfifNCE

!

are an all-pen.H1siue species in the ecosphere and thus ~rnert a

special ecologiral dominance.

SCl EMCE STANDARD 1 8.

1. Hurnan eco1oqieal
.jomi nation

A
A
A

3
3

ftnima.ls
Cultures
Earth Sci

AK

1-5

Each year

A

4-5

i!-JI units

AK

5
5
5

West.M"Tmt
Industrial
Diversity

A
A
A

3
5

Cuitures
Earth Sci
Diversity

A

4

All year

A

4
5

Courage
Diversity

3

UNDEF.ST ANDS THE lNTERACT:CNS
OF ::;(:!ENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
SOC!ETY.

re::;uJh from variou::;

factor::;_

a. intellectual caoacitie::;
,permit ,jeve1opment.
b. Human bioli:uJical r:1nd
_cultuni1 ;:1daotation to;:, ·w·ide r;:1n1Je
of envi ronmentfil condition::; mfi!J
_result in either ciositive or
_neqative effect:::.
:::. Sheer r,urnan popuiation
size
results
in ecolMical
.

MATH STANDARD 1.
EFFECTIVELY U:::ES A VARIETY OF
STRATEGIES iN THE PROBLEM::aXViNG PROCE%.

_domi n,'ition.
d. Specialization and

_jiversity in the ,jivfail)fl of lat,or
_al1o\•/::; for ecoloqical 1jomi nation.

AK
A

2. Human tendencies to form and
function in social and corporate
groups .:; nd i nstit utio n::: prn mote
development of human habitats that
~reate unique con,~entrated demand:3
on ecos1Jstems and further increase
_human i moacts on ecos1Jstems.
a. The:;;e effects are
intensified by tt1e concentration of
human:3 in small areas.
b. The effects of human
::;ettlements of a metropolitan :3cale
on ecos1Jstems rival those of
m1rnnta1 ns, glaciers, droughts, an,j

3

iloods.

3. Recent rapld increases in
human pociulations and

technological capabilities have
accelerated ecosystem ctianges

A

until some are potentia11q
irreversible.

---------------------------

___________

.__
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!PH I NC I rus HND SUB PR l NC I ruij
;

'~:_n_s_s_o_c_rn_r_E_D_c_.n_N_c_E_r_r_s_ _,I !

l

4. Hurn;:in ae:::H:etic: _. etriical _. mor,31 _.

A
A

;:ind :::Di ritual v;::l ue::: reinforce or
eonrli:::t 'viith harrnoiou::.
re 1ati ons hi ps \•lit hi n ecos 1Jste rns.

I

I fl er I uIT'! HEF rn EN n I
3
4

Cultures
So ut h.,..e:st

I

l

C. Ecosystems affect humans.

I

1. Hu men=:: anij ;:Jj1 their Dn:lljuct:

function in an ec:o:::1J:::tern
frame·w·ork.
a. Built environment:::
redi:::all y transform hum::1n
::a:ieieties ;:ind culture:3.
b. P;:::3t ei::osiJ:::tem:~
oroce::::::es an,j event:3 have
pri:nJuced major tdoloqical :~nd
cultural 1jiffereni::e::: in human
population:::.

SCIENCE STANDARD 8.

UNDEF:ST.L,NDS HOW SPE(:!ES
DEPEND ON ONE ANOTtiER AND ON
THE ENVIRONM:NTFOR SURY!YAL.

A
A
A
A

A
A
AK

AK

2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3

Biomes
C1)lonial
Pioneer
Australia
Rain Forest
Giant
Cultures
Earth Sci

2. Bio:;;phere ch::rn,~es due to

i ncreasi na hurnan population and
technolo1JIJ have both short- and

lon,1-term effects.
a. :3hort-term: bi rtr, and
death rates.• fit nes::,, dfaease,
nutrition., aging
ti. Long-term: gene and
chromosome evolution_,
i ntrcduction of selection
pre::,:3ures, t,ealth and life e1Jcles _,
9lobal di mate, re%urc:es .•

culture

D. CompleH interactions among humans and other ecosystem components

occur continously.

1. Humans' perceptions of their
needs, their i mp:acts on
ecosystems, and ecosystem
i mp;:1cts on them retlect the

C1Jitura1 and i ndivid1Jal values,

A

MATH STANDARD 1.

KE

2
5

Rain Fore~t
AH year

EFFECT IVEL'..-' USES AJ./ AR IETY OF
STRATEGIES IN THE PROBLEMSOLVING PROCESS.

goals, skills, i nsiqhts, and

capabilities of the individuals,
qroups, institutions, and nation::1

involved.

HISTORICAL UNDERSTANDING
STANDARD 1.
IJNDERST ANDS AND KNO-..'IS HO\v' TO
ANALYZE CHRONOLOGICAL

REL AT IONSH IPS AND PATTERNS.
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c,;

tf

flSSuf l fffEJ C1JNCEPTS

rlCTil.HTV iHrHlhCE .

SC lEMCE ST AMD ARD 8.

1-5

;Ji ;'ferent ki rul:; qo·•/~rr-1
re 1:jti on::: hi p:3 ::l ifP) nq i:l nd \'ii t hi n

c::;rripOr;ent::; of eco::;iJ:;tern::;
4. Humi::n s::divities often have

::; qr:e rqi ::;tic effei::t:3 on eco:3rJ:3te rn:::
3

n,j vi ~,f:! ve r::,a.

HISTORIC Al UHDERST AHD iNG
ST AHO ARD 1 .

UNDEFST ANDS ii.N[:i f::}JO\'iS HO\'i TD
ANAL\'ZE CHRONOLOGlCAL
;:i_

All ·tear

KE

1-5
1-5

A .,.,...
"-C

1-5

AU year

A

Potenti::111 q po:3itive

Emh Weex

ec1:i::;1ptem::; i nc:l ui:e;
dorne:::ticizir1iJ . reducing d~:3ease_,
1~\d n9 ~::pace i::ornponent:3 .:
preser',_,';Jtion_. ;::!ppreciation ,:ff

eco:;;1Jstem::., development of
riqrit:3 ar,d 1.:!'w'::,., reduction of
~,opuhit,on
ti. Pi:itenti::111 q ,je:::i:ructive
i mb,:ilance the
ei::o::: !J~:te m_,,ji :3t r ue:ti on

or

MATH STANDARD 1.
ffFECT!VEL'l USES A VAi<:iETY CiF
::;T~AITGiES ,N THE PROELEM::;OLViNG PROCESS.

ril:3 j or

mcnji fi cation of t rie envi ro nme nt,
i::reati n9 po11 utants. i ncreasi nq
envi ronmenta11 y related riea1th
pr1:it;lem::;_. ijepleti nq r::i·w·
rn::!terfab
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RSSOf lflTED CONCEP'TS

MATH STMWARD 1.

i nc:1 UiJe ec;:;::;1J::tern :::fi;:fn:~e::: on hurnan
t,i o1 oq tJ =1 nij c:u1 tu re 1Jiffi cult IJ in
rrr:jki nq en\1i r::inrrienta1 predic:tion:3.
lack of re:3ponsi b1e deci:3ion maki r11l
2. H;:1rrnon11 (:;jft tie our:)ued

JCTllJ lT'l ;HHlHSCE i

AKE

1-5

.aJI Year

EF'FECT!VEL\' USES A '·lAP!ETY OF
:: TF.' ATEG iES IN THE r'?CELEM-

1

HISTORICAL UNDERSTANDING
ST AHO ARD 1.

AKE

practice in v;:irio1J::; ;:irt form::; to
devebp EE :::en::;itiv1t1r.
enc:ouraiJernent of c:orrecti\•·e action~;
eco no mi c: ;:i fi!j ::a:;ci ::i1 i nee nti ve~;,
i :T1plementation of quideli ne::, and
:::tandarc!s, and enforcement of

ANAL\'ZE CHRONCLCGlC,~l
f:;:ELATJONSHiPS AND F'ATTEPNS.

policies.

3. ln:::titutions for oromi:1ti M
ft;~rrnonu i nc:1 u,je .: farni 1tJ .
education ,media, reiigion., ::-.cienc:e .,
teehnolo1J1J., 9overnment, industriJ

I

1 B. A basic procedure

fo:, harmonizin~ human actiuities with ecosystem

1 processes can be descr 1bed as a sen es of steps.
I
1.Develoo an in-deoth

SC JEHCE ST AND ARD 8.
UNDERSTANDS Ho·•,\' SPEC !ES

unde rsta fliji nq of ec:os qste m
component:, the processe:3 in ·w·hicri

AK

1-5

Ail year

DEPEND ON ONE ANOTHEP AND ON
THE ENV!RONMENT FOR '3URVIVAL.

theu are involved, ho·w· human
adivitie:3 ;1ffect the ei::osq:3tem, both
po::dtive1 q and neqativel 11, ;:1nd ho 1ll
tr:e ec:os1J:;tem affects its human

._______________...,II

i...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
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L----------m=b.·. .

assoc lfiTHl CONCi:PTS

i
!

flCTl iJ ITV RHrlHNfE

i
!

1-3
proc .:=::i::; e:) :3.ri c1 th;: ::,l ;;nif~;::::=r:c e cf ;;rt:/
ec::)::;•/:;ter-n crr:riqe::: tt·:;~_t h;3.=.,,,e occ:.4rn~1j

2-3

MATH STANDARD 6.

detriment0J change~; . p3\ing ;;;.ttentic:n to
pos:~i b!·y· ittei..,•ersi bi e c: h3rt ges an ij
: ~ -·- ;.:.: • .: •• -

. . . . . : ••• !..! -

- •. 1.. -··- - -

!iJtf P.H';,lfi!~ ue.::;;rt.i.iit- lji_Ji.:.::_;j;i::::::;.

S. ::;ef ect a1nonq the :3Jterr,i:i.U\"B
;3.c:tion ::;t;;:,.tegie::; 3Jid 3.dc;~,t o. poUc\/ tr:::.t
i::;m be implemented d cil le'•ie!::;,

HISTORICAL UNDERSTANDING
ST AHD ARD 1 .
UNDE;s'ST AND::: AND KNO'w'S HO\','' TO

A
A
K
AKE

.-!JI year

Earth Club
Earth Sci
¥f'kg.Tog.
4
1-5
Earth \it'k.

ANAL\·'ZE CHRONOLOGICAL

7. C: et en-ri!n e the i::J.Cti on::;
needed tci irnDie;rient the Doiic·-.:.
B. MonitcH,n;j e•,.,;:-Ji.d.te the
etf ect3 ~if the poiicy.

:; . Fie oeat ;~_::; nec e:3:,13J'/.

TI 00
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Summary of Standards for Science
Earth and Space
I.
Understands basic features of the Earth
2.
Understands basic Earth processes
3.
Understands essential ideas about the composition and structure of the universe and the
Earth's place in it
Life Sciences
4.
Knows about the diversity and unity that characterize life
5.
Understands the genetic basis for the transfer of biological characteristics from one
generation to the next
6.
Knows the general structure and functions of cells in organisms
7.
Understands how species depend on one another and on the environment for survival
8.
Understands the cycling of matter and flow of energy through the living environment
9.
Understands the basic concepts of the evolution of species
Physical Sciences
10.
Understands basic concepts about the structure and properties of matter
11.
Understands energy types, sources and conversions, and their relationship to heat and
temperature
, 12.
Understands motion and the principles that explain it
13.
Knows the kinds of forces that exist between objects and within atoms
Science and Technology
14.
Understands the nature of scientific knowledge
15.
Understands the nature of scientific inquiry
16.
Understands the scientific enterprise
17.
Understands the nature of technologic~l design
18.
Understands the interactions of science, technology and society

44

SCIENCE

(2E,66)

1.

Understands basic features of the Earth

Level I (Grades K-2)
BD (SE,V33;CE,93,99, l06;NE,57,58,60)

•

Knows that Earth materials consist of solid rocks and soils, liquid water and the gases of
the atmosphere

•

Knows that water can be a liquid (e.g., rain) or a solid (ice) and can be made to go back
and forth from one form to the other, but the amount of water stays the same

•

Knows that _weather changes some from day to day, but things like temperature and rain
(or snow) tend to be high, low or medium in the same months every year

BD (2E,67;NI,59)

BD (SI,V34;2E,67;NE,6I)

Level II (Grades 3-5)
BD (2E,68;NE,59)

•

Knows that when liquid water disappears, it turns into gas (vapor) in the air and can
reappear as a liquid when cooled

•

Knows the major differences between fresh and ocean waters

•

Knows that clouds, like fog and steam from a kettle, are made of tiny droplets of water

•

Knows that air is a substance that surrounds us, takes up space and whose movement we
feel as wind

•

Knows that the rotation of the Earth on its axis every 24 hours produces the night and day
cycle

•

Knows that the Sun provides the light and heat necessary to maintain the temperature of
the Earth

BD (CE,I0l;NE,59;TE,79)

BD (2E,68;CE,99;NE,60)

BD (2E,68;CE, 106)

BD (2E,68;NE,62-63)

BD (SE,V34;CI,84;NE.62)

Level III (Grades 6-8)
BD (2E,69;CE,86;NE,74;TE,95)

•

Knows that the Earth is the only body in our solar system that appears able to support life

Codes (right side of page):
BD = Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC= Benchmark, Contextual
Number
I.rt letter of each rnde in parentheses
2nd letter of code
Page number of cited document
S = NCSESA: National Science Education Standards
E = Explicitly stated in document
or, for duplicates:
2 = Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy
I = Implied in document
Standard number & level of duplicate
C = CDE: Science Framework for Calif. Public Schools
N = NAEP: Science Assess./Exercise Specifications
0 = NAEP: 1990 Science Objectives
T = NSTA: The Content Core
D = Duplicated in another standard
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SCIENCE

Level IV (Grades 9-12)
BD (SE,Vl50)

•

Knows that Earth systems have both internal and external sources of energy, both of
which create heat; although the Sun is the major external source of energy, the decay of
radioactive isotopes and gravitational energy from the Earth's original formation are
primary sources of internal heat

•

Knows that weather (in the short run) and climate (in the long run) involve the transfer of
energy in and out of the atmosphere

•

Knows that solar radiation heats the land masses, oceans and air, and that transfer of heat
energy at the boundaries (between the atmosphere, the land masses and the oceans)
results in layers at different temperatures and densities in both the ocean and atmosphere;
the action of gravitational force on layers of different densities causes them to rise or fall,
and such circulation (influenced by the rotation of the Earth) produces winds and ocean
currents

•

Knows how life is adapted to conditions on the Earth, including the force of gravity that
enables the planet to retain an adequate atmosphere and the intensity of radiation from the
Sun that allows water to cycle between liquid and vapor

2.

Understands basic Earth processes

BD (Sl,Vl50;2E,70;NE,84)

BD (SE,Vl50;lE,70;NE,83-85;Tl,92)

8D {2E,70;CE,107;NI,78)

(2E,71)

Level I (Grades K-2)
8D (2E,72;TI,48)

•

Knows that animals and plants sometimes cause changes in their surroundings

•

Knows that chunks of rocks come in all sizes, from boulders to grains of sand and even
smaller

8D (2E,72;NI,57-58)

Level II (Grades 3-5)
~

•

8D (2E,72;NI,57)

Knows that smaller rocks come from the breakage and weathering of bedrock and larger
rocks

Codes (right side of page):

BD = Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC= Benchmark, Contextual
2nd letter cif code
Number
E = Explicitly stated in document
Page number of cited document
2 = Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy
I= Implied in document
or,j<,rduplicates:
C = COE: Science Framework for Calif. Public Schools
Standard number & level of duplicate
N = NAEP: Science Assess./Exercise Specifications
0 = NAEP: 1990 Science Objectives
T = NSTA: The Content Core
D = Duplicated in another standard

1st letter of each code in parentheses
S = NCSESA: National Science Education Standards
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UPDATE: MARCH

•
•
•

•
•

1995
BD (2E,72;CE,93;Nl,57-58;TE,79)

Knows that rock is composed of different combinations of minerals

BD (SI. V34;2E,72;NE,58)

Knows that soil is made up of weathered rock and products of plants and animals, and
also contains many living organisms

BD (2E,72;NE,57;Tl,8I)

Knows that waves, wind, water and ice constantly change the Earth's land surface by
eroding rock and soil in some areas and depositing them in other areas, sometimes in
seasonal layers
BD (SE,V34;2E,7:l;Nl,57)

Knows that the surface of the Earth changes; some changes are due to slow processes
(e.g., erosion, weathering), and some changes are due to rapid processes (e.g., landslides,
volcanoes, earthquakes)
BD (SE,V34;CE.95;NE.64)

Knows that fossils provide evidence about the plants and animals that Jived long ago and
the nature of the environment at that time

Level III (Grades 6-8)
BD (SE,V89, V90;2E,73;NE,66;TE,85)

•

Knows that the composition and texture of the soil and its fertility and resistance to
erosion are greatly influenced by plant roots and debris, bacteria, fungi, worms, rodents
and other animals as they break up the soil and add organic material to it

.I

•
•

•
•

BD (2E,73;NI,66;Tl,8 I)

Knows that rock contains evidence of the minerals, temperatures and forces that created it
BD (SE,V89;2E,73;NE,66;TE,8 l)

Knows that sediments of sand and smaller particles (sometimes containing the remains of
organisms) are gradually buried, cemented together by dissolved minerals and eventually
turned into rock again
BD (SE,V89,V90;21,73;CE,9 l ;NI,65-66;TI,86-87)

Knows how land forms are created through a combination of constructive and destructive
forces: constructive forces include crustal deformation, volcanoes and deposition of
sediment; destructive forces include weathering and erosion
;

BD (2E.73,246;NE,66;TE,80)

Knows that thousands of layers of sedimentary rock confirm the long history of the Earth
and the long history of changing life forms whose remains are found in successive layers
of sedimentary rock; the newest layers may not always be found on top because of the

Codes (right side of page):
BD = Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC= Benchmark, Contextual
1st letter of each code in parenthe.<e.<
2nd letter of code
Number
S = NCSESA: National Science Education Standards E = Explicitly stated in document
Page number of cited document
2 = Project 2061 : Benchmarks for Science Literacy
I = Implied in document
or, for duplicates:
C = CDE: Science Framework for Calif. Public Schools
Standard number & level of duplicate
N = NAEP: Science Assess./Exercise Specifications
0 = NAEP: 1990 Science Objectives
T = NSTA: The Content Core
D = Duplicated in another standard
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Level IV (Grades 9-12)
BD (SE,V 151,V l52;2E,65;CE,85;NE,87;TE,98)

•

Knows that current theory states that about ten billion years ago, the entire contents of the
universe expanded explosively into existence from a single, hot, dense chaotic mass; our
solar system formed from a nebular cloud of dust and gas about 4.6 billion years ago

•

Knows that at the beginning of the universe, stars formed out of clouds of the lightest
elements and became hot as the material condensed and began releasing energy from the
nuclear fusion of light elements into heavier ones in their extremely hot, dense cores;
some stars eventually exploded, producing clouds of material from which other stars and
planets would condense; this process of star formation and destruction continues

•

Understands that stars differ from each other in size, temperature and age, but appear to
be made up of the same elements and to behave according to the same principles;
however, unlike our Sun, most stars are in systems of two or more stars orbiting around a
common point

•

Knows that life is adapted to conditions on Earth, including the strength of gravity to hold
an adequate atmosphere and an intensity of radiation from the Sun that allows water to
cycle between liquid and vapor

•

Knows that the scientific account of the-universe comes from studying evidence about its
contents and imagining, with the help of mathematical models and computer simulations,
how the contents got to be the way they are

4.

Knows about the diversity and unity that characterize life

BD (SE,V 152;2E,65;CE,85;NE,86-87;TE,96)

BD (Sl,Vl52;2E,65;CE,82;TE,97)

BD (2E,70;Nl,8l;TI,95)

BD (2E,65;CE,89;NE,74)

(2E,10l)

Level I (Grades K-2)
BD (2E,102,123;CE,l J8;Nl,I 15)

•

Knows that plants and animals have external features that help them thrive in different
environments

Level II (Grades 3-5)
BD (2E,103;Cl,J 19;NI.115)

•

Knows that living things can be sorted into groups in many ways using various properties

Codes (right side of page):
BD = Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC= Benchmark, Contextual
1st letter of each code in parentheses
2nd letter<if code
Number
S = NCSESA: National Science Education Standards E = Explicitly stated in document
Page number of cited document
2 = Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy
I = Implied in document
or, ji,r duplicates:
C = COE: Science Framework for Calif. Public Schools
Standard number & level of duplicate
N = NAEP: Science Assess./Exercise Specifications
0 = NAEP: 1990 Science Objectives
T = NSTA: The Content Core
D = Duplicated in another standard
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BD (SE,Vl4l ,V 145;CE,128;NE,13 l :TI.5 !)

•

Knows that most cell functions involve chemical reactions; food molecules taken into
cells are broken down to provide the chemical constituents needed to synthesize other
molecules; both breakdown and synthesis are made possible by a large set of protein
catalysts called enzymes

•

Knows that cell functions are regulated; regulation of cells occurs both through changes
in the activity of the functions performed by proteins and the selective expression of
individual genes, allowing cells to respond to their environment and to control and
coordinate the synthesis and breakdown of specific molecules, cell growth and division

•

Knows that cells store and use information to guide their functions; the genetic
information stored in DNA is used to direct the synthesis of the thousands of proteins that
each cell requires

•

Knows that proteins are long, usually folded chain molecules made from 20 different
kinds of smajJ~r amino acid molecules; the function of each molecule depends on the
sequence of amino acids in it, and the chain's shape is a consequence of attractions
between the chain's parts

•

Knows that multicellular animals have nervous systems to generate behavior; nervous
systems are formed from specialized cells that conduct signals rapidly through the long
cell extensions that make up nerves, and the nerve cells communicate with each other by
secreting specific excitatory and inhibitory molecules

7.

Understands how species depend on one another and on the environment for
survival

BD (SE,Vl42;2l,l J4;CE.128;Nl,l3 l)

BD (SE,Vl4l,Vl45:2E,114:CE.129;NE,131 ;TE,55)

BD (2E,l 14;CE,129)

BD (SE,Vl46;Cl,l2l;Nl,133)

(2E, 115)

Level I (Grades K-2)

•

BO (SE,V29;2E,l 16;Cl,l36)

Knows that living things are found almost everywhere in the world; different types of
plants and animals live in different places

BO= Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC= Benchmark, Contextual
Codes (right side of page):
Number
I.rt letter of each code in parentheses
2nd letter {)f C{)de
Page number of cited document
S = NCSESA: National Science Education Standards
E = Explicitly stated in document
{Jr, f{)r duplicates:
2 = Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy
I = Implied in document
Standard number & level of duplicate
C = COE: Science Framework for Calif. Public Schools
N = NAEP: Science Assess./Exercise Specifications
0 = NAEP: 1990 Science Objectives
T = NSTA: The Content Core
D = Duplicated in another sUllldard
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SCIENCE

Level II (Grades 3-5)
BD (SE,V29-V30;CE,l 19)

•

Knows that the behavior of individual organisms is influenced by internal cues such as
hunger and external cues such as environmental change; humans and other organisms
have senses that help them detect internal and external cues

•

Knows that an organism's patterns of behavior are related to the nature of that organism's
environment, including the kinds and numbers of other organisms present, the availability
of food and resources, and the physical characteristics of the environment

•

Knows that when an environment changes, some plants and animals survive and
reproduce and others die or move to new locations

•

Knows that all organisms (including humans) cause changes in the environment where
they live; some of these changes are detrimental to themselves or other organisms and
others are beneficial

.

·

BD (SE,V30;21,116;CE,137;TE,48)

BD (SE,V30;2E,I 16;CE,140)

BD (SE,V30,V31;21,116;Cl,140)

Level III (Grades 6-8)
BD (SE,V84;CI,l !9;TE,48)

•

Knows that all organisms must be able to obtain and use resources, grow, reproduce and
maintain a relatively stable internal environment while living in a constantly changing
external environment; regulation of an organism's internal environment involves sensing
external changes and changing physiological activities to keep within the range required
to survive

•

Knows that behavior is one kind of response an organism may make to an internal or
environmental stimulus, and may be determined by heredity or from past experience; a
behavioral response requires coordination and communication at many levels including
cells, organ systems and whole organisms

•

Knows that all species ultimately depend on one another; interactions between two types
of organisms include producer/consumer, predator/prey, parasite/host, and relationships
that can be mutually beneficial or competitive

•

Knows that populations consist of all individuals of a species that occur together at a
given place; all of the populations living together (community} and the physical factors

BD (SE,V84;Cl,119;NI,126;Tl,48)

BO (SE,V85;2E,l 17;CE,139;NI.122;TE,54)

BD (SE.V85;2I,l 17;CE,137;TE,49)

Codes (right side of page):
BD = Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC= Benchmark, Contextual
1st letter of each code in parentheses
2nd letter of code
Number
S = NCSESA: National Science Education Standards
E = Explicitly stated in document
Page number of cited document
2 = Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy
I = Implied in document
or, for duplicates:
C = COE: Science Framework for Calif. Public Schools
Standard number & level of duplicate
N = NAEP: Science Assess./Exercise Specifications
0 = NAEP: 1990 Science Objectives
T = NSTA: The Content Core
D = Duplicated in another standard
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with which they interact compose an ecosystem

•

BD (SE,V85;2E,l 17;CE,137;TE.49-50)

Knows that the number and types of organisms an ecosystem can support depend on the
resources available and abiotic factors such as quantity of light and water, range of
temperatures and the soil composition; limitations of resources and other factors such as
predation and climate limit the growth of populations in specific niches in the ecosystem

Level IV (Grades 9-12)
BO (SE,Vl44;2E,117;CE,139;NI,126)

•

Knows that organisms both cooperate and compete in ecosystems; the interrelationships
and interdependencies of these organisms may generate ecosystems that are stable for
hundreds or thousands of years

•

Knows that like many complex systems, ecosystems have cyclic fluctuations around a
state of rough equilibrium

•

Knows that humans are increasingly modifying ecosystems as a result of population
growth, technology and consumption; human destruction of habitats through direct
harvesting, pollution, atmospheric changes and other factors is threatening global
stability, and if not addressed, ecosystems will be irreversibly damaged

8.

Understands the cycling of matter and flow of energy through the living
environment

BO (2E,I 17;CE,139)

,:;;;,

BO (SE,Vl45;2E,117)

(2E, 118)

Level I (Grades K-2)
BO (2E.119;CE,116;NE,119;OE,6.l.l)

•

Knows that plants and animals both need water, animals need food to eat and plants need
light

•

Knows that animals eat plants or other animals for food and may also use plants or other
animals for shelter and nesting

BO (2E,119;CE,137)

Codes (right side of page):

BD = Benchmark, Declarative; BP= Benchmark, Procedural; BC= Benchmark, Contextual
1st letter of each code in parenthese.r
2nd letter of code
Number
Page number of cited document
S = NCSESA: National Science Education Standards E =Explicitly stated in document
or, for duplicate.r:
2 = Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy
I = Implied in document
Standard number & level of duplicate
C = COE: Science Framework for Calif. Public Schools
N = NAEP: Science Assess./Exercise Specifications
0 = NAEP: 1990 Science Objectives
T = NSTA: The Content Core
D = Duplicated in another standard
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SCIENCE

Level II (Grades 3-5)
BD (2E,l 19;CE,l 16:NE,94)

•

Knows that some source of "energy" is needed for organisms to live and grow

•

Knows that all animals depend on plants; some animals eat plants for food while other
animals eat animals that eat the plants

BD (SE,V30;2l,l l9;CE,139)

;

•

BD (2E,I 19;Cl,139)

Knows that over the whole Earth, organisms are growing, dying and decaying, and new
organisms are being produced by the old ones

Level III (Grades 6-8)
BD (SE,V85;2E,120;CE,I 16-118;NE,l31;TE,54,65)

•

Knows that almost all food energy ultimately comes from the Sun as plants convert light
into stored chemical energy; that energy can change from one form to another in living
things; and that animals get energy from oxidizing their food, releasing some of its energy
as heat

•

Knows how matter is transferred from one organism to another repeatedly and between
organisms and their physical environment; as in all material systems, the total amount of
matter remains constant, even though its form and location change

BD (2E.120;CE,139;NE,135;Tl,50)

Level IV (Grades 9-12)
BD (SE, V 144,V l46;Nl, 135;Tl,54)

•

•

Knows that as matter and energy flow through different levels of organization of living
systems (e.g., cells, organs, organisms, communities), and between living systems and the
physical environment, chemical elements are transformed and recombined in different
ways; each transformation results in storage and dissipation of energy into the
environment as heat, and matter and energy are conserved in each transformation
BD (SE,VI44,V l45;2E.12I;CI,139)

Knows that because all matter tends toward more disorganized states, living systems
require a continuous input of energy to maintain their chemical and physical
organizations; the energy for life ultimately derives from the Sun and energy flows
through ecosystems in one direction, from photosynthetic organisms to herbivores to
carnivores and decomposers
BD (SE,V142,VI45;CE,128;NE,131;TE,51)

•

Knows that plant cells contain chloroplasts, the sites of photosynthesis, which provide the

Codes (right side of page):
BD "' Benchmark, Declarative; BP"' Benchmark, Procedural; BC"' Benchmark, Contextual
1st letter of each code in parentheses
2nd letter of code
Number
S"' NCSESA: National Science Education Standards E = Explicitly stated in document
Page number of cited document
2 = Project 2061 : Benchmarks for Science Literacy
I "' Implied in document
or, for duplicates:
C = CDE: Science Framework for Calif. Public Schools
Standard number & level of duplicate
N = NAEP: Science Assess./Exercise Specifications
0 = NAEP: 1990 Science Objectives
T = NSTA: The Content Core
D = Duplicated in another standard
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Meeting Notes with Staff
Appendix J

MEETING AGENDA
I. RELi IElli MY THOUGHTS
*Share sheet A
2. SURLIEY
:;:Complete sheet B

3. SHOllJ llfHAT HAS BEEN

□ ONE'?

*Go quic:kly through binder and anstuer Questions
4. IOEAS FOR NEHT STEPS
*Note con1n1ents ...
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Envi1-011men-r-al Education CurTiculurn

A\:VAR&JESS

KNO\VLEDGE

IillY

EN'v1RCNMEJ"1TAL ETHIC

CrnzEN Acncr--~

Major
Emphasis

Minor
Emphasis

SKJLLS

CrnzEN Acnet'\J ExPEl;;:JENCE
,.

,.

·I

I

GRADE LEVELS

. ''

·-· SUBGOALS

I{ : 1 ' 2 ' 3 ' 4 : 5' : 6 ' 7 : 8 :. 9 : 10: 11: 12
. p~r~eptual Awareness

:i

Knowledge

• ·: 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1

Environmental Ethic

Citizen Action Skills
''

'

i '

,,. Citizen Action Experience

I
'I

. I·

Thematic Units
Appendix K
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Grade 1
Living / Non-Living
Night Sky
Whales
Seasons / Weather
Dinosaurs
Egg unit
Trees
Grade 2
Friendship
Insects
Colonial Times
Pioneer Life
Bears
Author / Illustrator
Australia
Rain Forests
Giants
Grade 3
Animals
Multicultural
You and the Body
Earth Science

Grade 4
Working Together
Change - Northwest
Diversity - Southeast
Growth - Southwest
and Northwest
Wisconsin

Grade 5
Pre-Discovery
Discovery
Colonies
New Nation
Westward Movement
Civil War
Industrialization
World War I & II
Diversity of Today

Semantic Map Curriculum Sheets
Appendix L

Grade

Integrated

Curriculum
Science
Environmental Education
Skill: prediction
solar energy
moon movement across the sky
rotation
moon phases
revolution
moon surface
global awareness
g-avity
human
impact
stars and constellations, planets,
St.amw .:_l.Al::4
universe
night sky vs. day sky
sundial and shadows
Stamhmlfi~ ESl .3..f>Sl~
Sil~ll
:ommunity
visit to Menasha
planetarium

Social Studies
night workers (careers)
space travel
needs & wants for moon trip
global: time concepts,
length of day
Native American lore

\

Technology

CD
laser disk
assessing information

Night Sky
Unit

l

8
l

Language Arts
"Good Night Moon"
"Pumpkin. Pumpkin"
(jow in the dark book selection
"Papa, Please Get The Moon
For Me"
"The Sun ·s Day"
Poetry and rhyme
Native American lore
Opposites

Art

Music
Related songs

Paper mache · globe
"Draw Me A Star" by Enc
Carle
Watercolor wash
Space station or space
vehicle design
Clay texture ( Moon ·s
Surface)

Grade

1

Curriculum

Integrated
Environmental Education

Math
ecosystems.interactions,
greater than/less than
characteristics, positive and
egg graph
negative behaviors. human
egg story problems
:cience
impact, adaptation
Estimation activities
KWL chart
S.tandards:1.81-2.
sorting eggs
re<Ming blackbird/cardinal
measuring - egg
egg parts
circumference
egg (raw/hardboiled) incubation
weighing
eggs
shell hardness
liquid measurement embryo/egg stages
eggs
na1ural egg dying

Social Studies
discuss paths of mig-ation,
mapping common routes
state bird discussion
national bird discussion
birds - symbolic value
birds - protection under
the law

habitats
------------"Birds and Migration"

tandards:J.SA:5a..1JH14: l1
Community

-0

l

Birds

Fallen Timbers trip
Lee Hammen. guest
speaker from 1 ,000
Islands

·ouck. duck.,
goose"
"Hot Egg"

Art

Language Arts
bird rhymes
science vocabulary
informational paragraph:
dick facts
"Make Way for Ducklings"
··Are You My Mother?"
journal writing: where would
you migrate and why?
"Stellaluna" and writing
activity. how could you help
her?

Physical
Education

Music
"Robin Red Breast"
chicken dance

clay bird nests
egg dying
mosaic picture with dyed
egg shells
egg rolling pictures
egg sculptures
make birds with feathers
clay birds
make bird feeders with
recycled materials

irade
l
:urriculum

Integrated

.cience
make fossils

t::nv1ronmen1a1 t::aucauon
fossils
continous change
population. birth. death
paleontology

StandMd§;l,B1~2.7.01-5.
9.A1:~ 9.Bl-3

know-what-learn chart
make dinosaur nest
conduct dinosaur bone dig
fossil chipping with chocolate
chip cookies
study methods of defense
classification: two-legged
four-legged, meat eaters
and plant eaters

estimation with fossil
chipping
comparison size of
student/dinosaur
footprints
.
_
measuring dinosaur Social Studies
_
teeth length
climates, environments
(inches)
where dinosaurs hved
paleontologists actIv1t1es
geography· where dmosaur bones are found

Stimdardt_;_f.S_4.LS_4:5.Z.~

Physical Education

S.TJ§::18.
Technology

0

t-'

'

hot dinosaur egg

Dinosaurs

videos:
''Digging Up Dinosaurs"
"Land Before Time··
"We're Back"

Language Arts
IfDinosaurs Came Badwith
student writing project
Giant Dinosaurs
"Digging Up Dinosaurs,"
big book and tape
"Paleontologist,·· big book
write about paleontologist
name-a-saurus activity
dinosaur pop-up book
dinosaur journal
related vocabulary

paper rnache · dinosaur
eggs
Fossil Rock
Dino Cafe'

Music
dinosaur records and tapes
echo locations
humpback (and other) whale songs

Grade
1
Curriculum

Integrated
Environmental Education
animals. solar energy,
plants, rocks, ecosystem,
decomposers, ecosystem,
cycles and recycled

Science
classification of living and
non-living things
animal classification
farms
rocks
wild animals/tame pets
Slinda.rrut£S1 J.S_U-::L

SIJ_4:l6

Social Studies
nutrition
stranger danger

Stan r.d§;J ,Al.Bl.3.W~

\

Co111munity
playgound walks

'8

Living/Nonliving Things

I

Art

Language Arts
position words
print concepts
alphabet
consonant sounds - initial
rhyming
framed sentences:
lam
I like

I see
"On Market Street"
ABC class book
"Rosie's Walk
"Living/Non-Living Things"
"Colors of the Rainbow"

drawing barns

Music
alphabet and color songs
"I Like Me"
"Old McDonald"
"Bingo··

Grade
Curriculum

Integrated

Math

Environmental Education
disease
enviro. changes
impact of weather
Stamwda; J .A4

.cience

skill: prediction
define weather and specific
weather conditions
discuss lightening, thunder ( causes)
indentify fog, cloud, water vapor
air activities
identify four cloud types
personal hygiene & products
common diseases

identify and use
thermometer
define degrees
above & below (zero)
snowflake shapes and
symmetry
gameboards for:
·snowflake' math
facts

Social Studies
careers: meteorologist and
seasonal occupations
create seasonal food book
weathHr emergency safety

S.tandard~t~ f &Sl.._S.&I14:: 16.

Technology

1
-

2:_
J

video tape of students
reading
laser disk
Claris Works

Community Activities

Seasons/Weather
Unit

Art

Language Arts
"Caps, Hats, Socks, Mittens"
main idea paragraph
related vocabulary
sequencing
"In a Snowy Woods'·
"Cloudy With a Chance of
Meatballs··
"Sneezes" poem
weather journal
"Snow'' by Dr. Seuss
dialog with "Red Is Best"
names of months
"Crash, Bang. Rumble, Roll"'

"My Favorite Season" illustration
Music
related songs, i.e ..
"Mary Has a Red
Dress"

cloud painting
weather mobiles
poster of (4) cloud types
·seasons· posters
study Lillian Hoban ·s art1st1c style
and create roll-up books
make seasonal puppets

Integrated

Grade
Curriculum

Environmental Education

ecosystems,characteristicsof
Math
ecosystem and species, Env. facts,
measuring
human impact, adaptation
size
Standards:
LA1-:2.2.,_82.5.A3, . .. ti.AB_,
word
problems
:ience
7.D.
time concepts
haracteristics of a mammal
, types of whales
Nhale watch"
ink/float activities
,hale habitats ( dioramas)
1ody parts, size, shape, echo
locations, sounds. etc
blubber glove·· activity

Social Studies
behaviors
oceans.
mig·ation routes

,tandardl.:EI.L.L&+I..P&UL

Environmental Education

.IIli::1§

Whale Unit

Technology
l

endangered species
international cooperation
ocean habitats
pollution
whales- then and now
St~nd(!JQ$: 4A, 56, 60, 7A, 88

CD. "Undersea World"

8
l

Art

Language Arts
"whale in the bottle" dialogue
related vocabulary
writing projects
questioning words

paper rnache · models
<tawing whale to scale
diorama of habitat

Music
related songs
echo locations
humpback (and other) whale songs

Grade
2
Curriculum

Integrated

Environmental Education

Science
simple machine, types of:
wheel, pulley. lever
invention, i.e .. how can a
wheel and a pulley be used
together to make a simple
machine
concepts of force and motion

Starn:tard&; PS12

Math

human impact. consumption
human use then and now compare and contrast
pollution--air. water, noise ...
wants and needs
population, gowth
affect of environment on
humans

basic facts review on slates
general store unit in math text:
1) trading
2) making purchases
bizz-buzz game
tessellations

Standard&; 4.B4._5,A l:-

7.C1'.'2,_9.Al-:3.

Art

I
0

tessellations as in
( geometric patterning)
quilt-making
------1
make quill pens

Pioneer Life in
Apple Valley

~

)
Social Studies

language Arts

------------

"Josephine and the Story Quilt"
"Iva Dunnit and the Big Wind"
"Children of Long Ago" big book
"The New School." play
"Goose Feathers" (in basal reader)
' If You Traveled West in a Covered

Wagon""
journal writing about Apple Valley
"Sam Johnson and the Blue Ribbon

Community
field trip to
Outagamie Museum
to view simple
machines

"A Young PioneE1r 'from social
studies senes/book construction
mapping (US) activities
reasons for Western expansion
needs and wants tor covered
wagon
1ilmstrips of pioneer times
Apple Valley School simulation
social studies text. pp. 76-79

Grade

2
Curriculum

Integrated

l::nv1ronmental Education

Science
collect and observe insects
pond scumming, wood look, and
meadow sweep (Fallen Timbers)
butterfly development
metamorphosis
categorize habitats
predator/prey
ant farms
"What is an Insect?" filmstrip
how insects live and grow

habitat: pond, meadow, marsh. yard. garden
niche. ecosystem
human perception
human impact. outcomes
preator & prey
Technology
change, interaction
videos: "Ants in the Pants,"
Starn;Jardii; 2,Bl. 7.Dl .5..9 .AJ-:3
Backyard Bugs," "Benefits of
M th
Insects,'' "Tell Me Why,'' ·Take a
bar graph
Look''
symmetry
sorting
Reading Rainbow, "Bees and
Bugs"

SWKIMds: LS4::U::9..SI14::t5

Social Studies

!.
O

-J

Insects

helpful/harmful effects
of insects on man,
environment

I
Language Arts

Health

read aloud ··James and the
Giant Peach"
"The Crick.et and the Ant," "The
Ant and the Grasshopper," "The
Ant and the Dove," "A New
Home," "Backyard Insects,"
"Armies of Ants." "Ant Cities."
"What is an Insect?"
journal writing
alliteration and onomatopoeia
play, "Busy Body Bugs"
chants and rhymes
riddles

bee stings

Community
field trip to Fallen
Timbers

Grade

2

Integrated

Curriculum

Impact of settlements on ecosystems then and now --Why and How
Ecosystem impact on humans --Why and How
disease, change, working together, respect of environment

StiDdilrdi; 4.84.5...Al-3-. 7.Cl-:2.9,Al-3
Science
communicable disease
simple machines
inventions/Ben
making butter
StiUKliU'mi; ..LSJ~YSJO.filli:15

Math
measurement with
colonial recipes
Technology
general store -trade,
Claris Works, publishing final
money and measurement
craft f a wri1ing project

Colonial Times
Language Arts

J_

Read alouds"lf You Lived In
Colonial Times". "If You
Lived on the Mayflower".
\
"Sara Morton", "Sam
Eaton"
Make individual books
paraphrasing story
related vocabulary
'The F lrst Thanksgiving"
"Early American Christmas"
journal entries
"A Day in the Life of a Pilgrim
Boy/Girl"' writing project
reading/v,.,riting activity "My Book
of Colonial Days"

g,

Health
Social Studies
colonial careers
needs and wants
Mayflower Compact, laws,
customs, including holidays
colonial hardships
flag, Betsy Ross
timeline
first Thanksgiving
first Americans (Native)
Jemestown Settlement
mapping activities

hygiene
disease

government,

classroom

rules.

colonial

(.:iraae
Curriculum

1ntegratea

habitat,. ecosystem
human impact
attitudes
population, interaction
food web, energy cycle

Science
Know-Want-Learn bears
Stmdard~~ l.B1~2.BL a.ea.
types of bears
9.lll
bear tracks
categorize habitats
Project Wild activity, "How Many
Bears Can Live in this
Forest?" (p. 115)
Standird1..:_ LS4-5,7-9

Social Studies
history of the first teddy
bear
Chicago Bears & Cubs
Smoky the Bear
mapping skills. Biggest
Bears
0
_o

Math
sorting with teddy g-ams
probability -- bear
logic
comparison of bear
sizes

Bears

Technology
huge bear book: "I want to be a
bear because ........... .

l
Language Arts
write a "how-to" story, i.e .. "how
did the bear get a stumpy tail?"
traveling teddy bear journal
bear facts research project
bear report writing
poetry and chants
main ideas and details
plays
fiction/non-fiction
story mapping with "Corduroy"

Art

Literature
"Blueberries for Sal"
"The Biggest Bear"
" Ira Sleeps Over··
"Corduroy··
"Panda"
"Beady Bear"
"Bear Shadow"
··Bread and Honey"
"Moon Game"
''White Bear, Ice Bear''

Grade
2
Curriculum

Integrated

Math
thermometer

Science
Environmental Education
solar survival
Write an EE issues
book ... Discuss issues
important to students
Kids autha and
illustrate a book to
display so others can gain
awareness to an EE issue
Slandar.d.;. Any_@n.<.e»Lot

c.tmic.e.

solar mittens
states of matter, i.e., solids,
liquids, gases
water experiments
hibernation (animals in winter)
habitat
tracks in the snow

Art
borders
illustration techniques
torn paper art
snowflakes
styles of these two authors/
illustrators

~ l'S10c1t.\H~

-----------

~-...!__

Author/111 ustrator
Jan Brett & Leo Lionni

_!_.

5
l

Language Arts
letter to authors
haiku, cinquan poetry
Jan Brett books
Leo Lionni books
research report writing
stay mapping
the writing process
creative writing
winter vocabulary

IMC
how to make a book

Grade
2
Curriculum

Integrated

Science

Environmental Education
ecosystem.interactions.
enviornmentai factors. adaptation,
niche, biome,recycling, human
impact, environmental concerns

Math
gaphing: size. speed, weight, etc. of
Australian animals

Sbndards;J..Bl .2,62. 7.Cl-2 •.

1i me/seasons/Earth
animals: marsupials. development of:
sheep; and crocodiles
land forms: barrier reef (Cera/Reel
57 4. 5 Life 111 a Caal Ree/591 .9)
National Geogaphic video
Staruilm:_ ES2J..S!.SI1~1.D

9.1:-:a

brochure of Australia
waltz - "Matilda"
aboriginal music
boomerang & didjendoo

Reading
Alexander and The No Good,
Terrtble Day
Koala Lou
::::
read aloud, My Grandmother
JLives In Gooltguch
Kangaroos
Hung-y. Hunsry Shorts
The One 1n tile Mtddle is a
Green Kangaroo
Possum Magic
Dial-A-Croc
Wombat Stew
read alouds, My Farm. I
DreamedI JYas a Koala
Beat,· The Australtan
Outback and Rotten Egg
Pa/ferson

-

Australia
Social Studies
travel to Australia

Language
passports
Aussie lingo (clips of
Crocodile Dundee)
brochure of
Australia
write animal reports

terrain mapping
facts about language. flags,
cities
continents
schools comparison
outback
original natives (Aborigines)
slides and/or speaker on
Australia

synen;pJ
E;=G5iJS tem
~lthe

Pooulatlon
Can!Jing Capatiiy
Ct°;fn acterl.s. tli= s
1

nterartlons

!.BL 2.BL J.B2, 3.B2-~. 4.84, fi.BL 7.01-4. 9.Al-3

rhe11-.e:

Si.:'Hlements
l nteractions ,n Ecosi_J:s tern

Education of Others

Solar
(Jr·:atJtTll
i
I -- '.°::i

Energy
Human irnpc11::+; Earth, ~pace, Rir; Water, ~JH, etc.
Land Use
Bi•Jsphere

Sirr:e
Qo,
yrn,1n
;; i =.-· ~-·a;: -::,

Con~umpHon
Ethirs

LR 1-4, 2.B2, 3.83, 5.A3, 6.B 1 -3. 7 .D 1 -4. 9.fl 1 -3

-ll'-1-

1.~ants, '\ieeds~ Desires
Ee::h1cation of Others
1

Grade

4

Integrated

Curriculum

Science
simple machines. how did
1hey change the lives of
1he immigants
modern technology and
inventions

Shm11rd1;SI14:18

en~angered species
change in the environment
dominance
wants vs. needs
human impact
population
industry
introduction of non-natives
Standard&..; .1.A.3-:.4.. 2..62. 4,BA ..

Social Studies
Industrial Revolution
becoming a country
colonial lite
immig-ation -- how did it change the
Northeast?

5.Al--3. fi..81:2 IJll • lUl2:-S..
9.Al::a.9_.B.L Ul.2"'.§

Health
"Counteract":
drugs and abuse

Music

-5'-

colonial songs

-----1

change
(NE Region)

I

colonial
architecture

Language Arts
"Maple Hill"
"Shiloh''
"Sign of the Beaver"
characterization, involving change
historical novel
story writing: ancestor stcx-y
biog-aphy of an inventor
"Alien" series
"Follow the Drinking Gourd" play

Community/Celebrations
field trip to telephone co.
Mary Jane ·s brother?

4
Grade
Curriculum

Integrated

Environmental Education

Science
environmental concerns
ecosystems
packaging of products
oil spills
wants and needs

Starular:dB.:.LS7._.SJ1.4:l8

ecosystems, environment
recycling, reduction
harmony
synergistic etf ects
action process

Standardi;_ 1.a1. 2.a2._a.aa.
i,84.. .l:.3._6.,Bl-3. 7J)J .. 8,2:!i.., 9.l .9. . Bl.10.2-4

Social Studies
maps
global awareness
regional interdependence
government

PE
teamwork

Health/Guidance

Math

---1
I

millions
investigation
geometry

working together

I

personal hygiene.
social and consumer concerns
stereotyping video
mind sets
conflict resolution
managing cliques

Art
junk art
textures

Language Arts
reading, "Storylords" strategies
Writer's Workshop
"There's a Boy in the Girl's Bathroom"
··some of My Best Friend's Are
Monsters"
oral language: "Kid's Discovery"
video on interviews
court case

Community/Celebrations
field trip to newspaper
and landfill

Grade

4

Integrated

Curriculum

Science
··Project Polaris"
astronomy
- using stars for locating
one's self (night sky)
constellations
planetarium
Southern agicultll'e
(peanuts/cotton)
trees, types of

Environmental Education
human desires
earth's ecology
agiculture
forestry
tree species
Standm:d~. l.A4,J Jll~ 2,62, 3.00 ._

4.84.. .... 5_._A2.::3... 6.Bl.:3~ .. 8,02-5..
9..B.1

filandlf'~•~ES.1&3,LSl:9
Technology
video disk re:
astronomy

diversity
(SE Region)

Language Arts
"Harriet Tubman"
"Molly, Go Free or Die"''
"Number the Stars"
"Benjamin Banecker"
"Alien" series
"Follow the Drinking Gourd" play

Community/Celebrations
field trip to planetarium
Mardi Gras celebration

Social Studies
geog·aphy of the Southeast
-fall lines
- nvers
- forest (paper industry}
African/American cultural history
slavery/civil rights
plantation life: economy driven by
the cotton crop
issues behind the Civil War
social studies text

Language
Letter of introduction, goals
and expectations

Social

Studies

Visual Arts

~lobes and map pp. 4 - 11
Chapters 1, 3 & 4
Group presentations

Environmental Education
population
carrying capacity

Time fine
Indian 3-D village
Charts

UNIT 1
Pre - Discovery

WUl\t/need

---- 1492

past ecosystems
Standards: 4.B4, 5.Al-3, 7.Cl-2

'
Science

Video

Land form & Archeology
Concrete I Plaster
Erosion fossil & Artifacts

Am. Ser. - 1st. American
L W Ex - First Peoples

Reading
7- Mary's Monster -3C
10- Esteban's Journey- F
11- Learning About the Past - F
32 -Earthquake - F

Other

Social

Personal Narrative
own & discoverer
I'm a DropWeather Words
uzzy, open, glistening

i

Studies

Visual Arts

Chapter 5 - 6
· Mapping Routes (workbook)

I
_

bI

Environmental Education
Solar
adaptations
weather
climate
climates
ocean currents
movement of air
Standards: l.Al,4,2.B1-2

Paper mache' globe
Relief

Unit 2

Discovery
1000 - 1600
Video I AV

Science
Weather chart - 7- 1O days
Forecasting
instruments - station
thermos - barom
water cycle
storms
winds & tides

The Magnificent Voyage 3hr. (1/2 hr. at sea)
Weather filmstrips
record - Viking Saga
Tornado
Severe Weather

Reading
Pedro's Journal - Novel
22- Belinda's Hurricane -3C
32 - Shackleton Voyage - 3C
Marco's Millions - play
31 - Tornadoes - F
4 - Through the fog - 3C
20 -Ghost of Saturday Night - 3C
8 - Princess & Admiral - 3C

Other
Concentration - game
Charting
disc /who I date I
what looking for

~1.anguagt;
Chapter 4 - Instructions
( game, craft or skill )

Social

Studies

Visual Arts

Chapters 7 -1 O
Map - 13 Colonies

Painting of Barns
Quilting
Paper Cutting
Candle Making

Environmental Education
Lifestyle
population
Adaptations
capacity
Human impact
environment impact
resources
Standards: 2.B2, 3.B3, 4.B4, 6.B1-2,
7.Cl-2,
I

-rv

Unit 3
American Colonies
1584 - 1750

-l

Video I AV
Science

Am Ser - James Forte at
Jamestown
L W Ex - Exploration by Se.

Food Science
Bread Making
Survival Skills
Reading

Ben Franklin - Play
5 - Franklin - 3C
Ben & Me - Novel
23 - Franklin - F
Island of the Blue Dolphin - Novel
(Survival)

Other

Spinning Lady
Chart Colonies, date
found or reason

Language

-

---------------------------,

Letter Writing
Great American Mail Race

Social

Studies

Visual Arts

Chapters 11 - 13

3 - D Monuments
( cardboard, paper
mache, clay and wire )
Block Printing Fliers

Environmental Education
adaptations
diversity
crops
wants/needs
homes
human dominance
population
harmony
1standards: 2.c2, 4.C4,
6. Bl-2

~

Unit 4
The New Nation
1750 - 1800
Video I AV

Science
Johnny Tremian 11 /2 hr.
Am Ser. The World Turned
Upside Down
The Ufe of G. Washington 30
1777- 1782 1 hr.
The Revolutionary War - 6 hr.

Electricity

Reading
16 - Phoeb & Gen -3C
My Brother Sam is Dead - Novel
14 - Bannecker - 3C

Other
Bill of Right - PLO
Powder Horn - Game
Heritage Hill

Language
Tall Tales
Story Tailing - unit 12
Oral

Social Studies
Visual Arts
Chapters 14 - 15
Invention Create a Machine
11/ustrate a Tall Tale

Envirnmental Edcation
species
human impact
change
population
standards: 2.Cl,4.c4 , 5 .A3

Unit 5
Westward Movement

-I

1800 - 1850

~
J
Science
Popcorn
Human Growth and
Development I Health

Video I AV

Reading

1 - Popcorn Blizzard -3C
25 - Johnny Apple seed - 3C
Asst. IMC
6 - People Predicted - 3C
Sing Down the Moon - Novel
7 - Dragon Stew - F
8 - The Woman Who Flummoxed - F
9 - Lost Acres - F
6 - Long Ago People Predicted - 3C
31 - Myths - 3C
36 - Fire On the Mountain - F
Jump ship to Freedom

Other
SuNey and Graphing
Computer
Music- Star
Spangled Banner

Johnny Apple seed
1814 - song
Am Ser. - A Man to Ride the
With
-The Mountain Men
-Pioneers of the Southwest
L W Ex - Lewis and Clark
- The Inland Trade
-The Missions
-Wagons to the West
Learning State & Capitals

Persuasion

Social

Studies
Visual Arts

Chapters 16 - 17
Look at American
Artist and Art during
this time
Environmental Education
wants/needs
lad
.
n use
human impact
population
Standards: 4.B4, S.Al& 3 , 6.B2

-I

Unit 6
Civil War Era
1850 - 1875

~
l

Video I AV

Science

Soap

Am Ser. Louisiana Plantation
North to Freedom
Appomattox Courthouse

Reading
19- H. Tubman - 3C
Letters from a Slave Girl - Novel
33 - The Things They Don't Tell You - 3C
28 - Space Shuttle Columbia - F
29 - Space Spin Offs - F
30 -Aunt Elvira's Zoo - F
Pink & Say
X- Mas in the Big House ....

Other

Language
Descriptive
Chapter 8

Social

Studies
Visual Arts

Chapters 18- 19
Kites ( making )

Environmental Education
resources
cycling of materials
population
human impact
I desire
_ Standards: 4.B4, 5.Al-3,
~
7.Dl, 8.D2

Unit 7
Industrialization
1875 - 1915

l
Video I AV

Science
Fligth & Transportation

Am Ser. A Great Public Pack
Rodeo
The Steam Engine Comes
to the Farm
Fort Laramie

Reading
26 - School 1876 - 3C
29 - Quimbey - 3C
5 - Kites

Other

Language
Story Writing
Chapter 12

Social Studies
Chapters 20 - 21

I

~

Visual Arts
Mural of WWI & WWII

Environmental Education
recycling resources
consumption
needs/wants
human impact
ecosystems
Standards: l.Bl, 3.B3, 5.Al-3,
7.Bl

Unit 8
WW I & WWII
ERA
1915 - 1940

l

Video I AV

Science
Ecology

Am Ser. - The Circus is Comi
Reading
From the Mixed up Files of
Basil E. Frank Weiler - Novel
The Trading Game - Novel
The Upstairs Room

Other
EAA - Field Trip

Research - Magazine guide

Social

Studies

Visual Arts
Tie Dye T-Shirts

un,t
J..

·t n

Unit 9
Diversity

pm(fess

Un,+-

!:1
l

·,Cl

Pna~eED
Video I AV

Science

Collections
Soda

Am Ser. A Great Public PacJ
Burl Ives - Tape
Coyote in LA

Reading

34 - Endangered Species
35 - Coyote - 3C
2 - Animal Survival - F
20- Jacob/Owl- F
25- Bears- F
Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of Nihm - Novel
Onion John - Novel
24 - Burl Ives - F

Other

Fallen Timbers
Game - Turtle Hurdle
Earth Day
Recycling Project

Pre- In Service Questionaire
AppendixM

-128-

Please answer these questions before we begin.
I teach about the environment:
~~EVER
QUARTERLY

DAILY

WEEKLY
YEARLY

MONTHLY
WHEN IT FITS

I use the present EE curriculum tC1 guide my EE lessc"'ns:
NEVER

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

I feel teaching about the envirorunent is:
t,JOT PART OF MY PLAN
SOM EVv'HAT IM PORT ANT
IMPORTANT
VERY IMPORTANT

I would use a curriculum guide that is easy to follo,,v:
NEVER

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

I am willing to provide feedback, regarding the EE curriculum,
during the 1996-1997 school year:
NO

YES

Name _______________________._______ _

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP!!

The number in bold print after the response choice is equal to
the number of responses .
4 teachers at each grade level = 20 teachers surveyed.

I teach about the environment:
Never

Daily-3

Quarterly

Weekly-9

Monthly-4

Yearly

When it Fits-4

I use the present EE curriculum to guide my EE lessons:
Never- I

I

Sometimes-9

Often

I feel teaching about the environment is:
Not part of my plan
Somewhat Important

Important-6

Very lmportant-14

I would use a curriculum guide that is easy to follow:
Never

Sometimes- I O

Often- I 0

I am willing to provide feedback, regarding the EE curriculum,
during the 1996-1997 school year:
No

Yes-20

Name- - - - - - -

Meeting Agenda
Appendix N

tvteeting l\genda
1.

Revi e\.·V past year(s)
i\. t1ld curriculun1
B. , . .vhat \.·vould be used"?
C. lv·1y goal- Create a document that vi1ould be helpful and used.

2. Revi e\.v process

Staff help- questionnaires and surveys
B. Staff input- n1eetings and surveys

l\.

.3. Sho\.v new EE guides

A. Administration
B. Staff
4. i\ns\.ver questions

5. vVhat next?
A. Use next year ( 1996-199 7) and revise as
needed.
B. Modify units and add needed vocabulary to
student language.

Post- In Service Survey
Appendix 0

Based upon this inseruice ...
How do you feel about the curiculum
change?

Do you think it will wort for you?

What would you lite to see happen neat
year to support you with the use of the
new EE curriculum?

Additional

comments •••

May In Service Comments
Appendix P

-135-

Responses to the inseruice
Based upon this inseruice ...
How do you feel about the curiculum
change?
Easy to use-easy to reference, Uery good, More organized, Great
change, Great, Open to it and enjoy learning new strategies, Easier to
use, Changes seem good and easier to use, What to teach is clear,
Great- needed change, I feel good about it.

Do you think it will work for you?
Yes, Yes, Yes, On the semantic map it will be easier to use, Yes, Yes,
Yes-I'm learning more all the time, Yes, because it is integrated into
the units I already teach, Yes, Yes, Yes, I hope so.

What would you like to see happen neat
year to support you with the use of the
new EE curriculum?
Check unit progress twice a year, Glad to haue you as the coordinator,
Implementation, Uerbal encouragement, The web looks great, Support
to go to for additional information and training, Check with the units
once per semester, Meet eith units once per quarter on EE only, Help
organize and cut down "eHtras" get to the needed stuff,
I would like to feel comfortable with it and hope it will prouide
guidance.

Additional comments •••
Doing great, I feel when your position is eliminated things will go
backwards or stay status quo, I like the organization, Thanks for all
your help, Super organization, Great work!, Great workl Keep it up!

